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Dear Readers, 

This Spring 2019 issue starts with an article by our President, Marco Brambilla, related to EFOMP Leadership meetings: an important initiative 
which is highly instrumental in establishing an effective collaboration among EFOMP National Member Organizations. 
 
We continue the series of articles by EFOMP Company members (IBA and RTsafe).

Artificial intelligence in Medicine continues to attract our interest: after the publication in Physica Medica of the EFOMP White Paper on 
big data and deep learning in medical imaging and in relation to the medical physics profession (https://www�physicamedica�com/article/
S1120-1797(18)31315-2/fulltext), you will find an article by Eric Pace (member of the EFOMP Education and Training Committee) on 
Machine Learning in radiological imaging� 
We host in this issue a series of articles dealing with MRI: see, for example, the article on page 25 (Imaging at Ultra-High Field: A New 
Era in Clinical MRI?) by G� A� Keith� 
What do medical physicists do in their free time? This section edited by C� Caruana contains new articles by our colleagues, including 
member of our Editorial Board, David Lurie� 
Programmes of the next ESMPE events are illustrated, starting from p� 48� 
Please take notice of the 3rd European Congress of Medical Physics, Turin, Italy, 24-26 September 2020, as also announced in this issue: 
we will be waiting for a very very large participation to our next Congress!

The Editorial Board of EMP News thanks all contributors of the articles of this Spring issue! 

Please subscribe for your free copy of EMP News, at

Subscribe to EFOMP announcements

Paolo Russo & Your editorial team (pubcommittee@efomp.org).

European Medical Physics News, March 2019 
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Editorial

David Lurie Mark McJury 

Cesare Gori Carmel J� Caruana

Paolo Russo Efi Koutsouveli Markus Buchgeister

Marco Brambilla
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To harmonise and advance Medical Physics throughout Europe is among the missions of EFOMP� The coordination 
of activities with National Member Organisations (NMOs) is among its objectives�

When elected as President of EFOMP, I promised to visit all the NMOs during my mandate to adhere to the 
EFOMP mission and to fulfill one of its main objectives�

At that time, I had the idea of proposing the Board of the Medical Physics societies to organise in their country a 
“leadership meeting” between the Board of the society and myself, having set a predefined agenda� 

In all the ten meetings held up to now, I proposed that NMOs nominate delegates in the EFOMP committees; 
that they consider becoming associated members of our Journal (Physica Medica - EJMP); to consider hosting one 
of the editions of our school (ESMPE); and that NMOs promote the participation of their members to our Euro-
pean Congress of Medical Physics (ECMP)� 

From the very beginning, I found a proactive acceptance of these proposals and the results have been superior to 
what I expected in advance�
• The membership of NMO delegates in the EFOMP committees has increased significantly in the past year;

• Starting from 2019, we have two additional societies as associate members of EJMP: the Czech As-
sociation of Medical Physics (CAMP) and the Hellenic Association of Medical Physics (HAMP);

• We have established one new venue for ESMPE in 2019, namely Warsaw, Poland, through an 
agreement with the Polish Society for Medical Physics; we are now discussing a similar agree-
ment with the Hellenic Association to establish another venue in Athens, Greece  in 2020;

• The 2nd ECMP 2018 in Copenhagen was a great success, not only from the scientific point of 
view but also due to the enthusiastic participation of the European Medical Physics communi-
ty, with more than 800 participants attending� There is a very promising perspective for an even 
greater success of the 3rd ECMP, which will be held in September 2020 in Torino, Italy�

Fig. 1: Leadership meeting with the Swedish Hospital Physicists Association 
board during ECMP2018 in Copenhagen (courtesy SSF)

Fig. 2: Leadership meeting and General assembly of the Hellenic Association of  
Medical Physicists. Marco Brambilla at the “cutting the pie’ ceremony, a 
Greek tradition held in the beginning of the year alongside with HAMP 
President Gerasimos Messaris and Alexandros Samartzis, President of 
the Hellenic Public Hospital Physicists Union (courtesy HAMP).

EFOMP Leadership meetings

https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=nmos
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=pages&id=esmpe-about
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=pages&id=ecmp
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Dr� Marco Brambilla
President of EFOMP

Head of Medical Physics Department 

University Hospital of Novara

Now that one year has elapsed, I must admit that the 
leadership meetings have been not only a very effec-
tive means of direct communication between EFOMP 
and the national societies but also a very rewarding 
experience form the point of view of human relation-
ships� I found everywhere a great enthusiasm about the 
perspectives of Medical Physics and an impeccable and 
warm hospitality�

I will proceed also in 2019 in visiting European Medical 
Physics Societies and I am open to consider any in-
vitation coming from the countries that I have not yet 
visited�

Fig. 3: Leadership meeting in Madrid; EFOMP President Marco Brambilla, 
AIFM President Michele Stasi, SEFM President Marisa Chapel, board 
members and delegates of the Spanish society of Medical Physicists 
(courtesy Michele Stasi).

Fig. 4: Leadership meetings in 2018-2019
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Introduction

Since  September 2018 I have been assigned the responsibility of chairing the EFOMP School for Medical Physics 
Experts (ESMPE) which is a strategic experience enhancing education and training programmes for Medical Phy-
sicists in Europe� This important initiative has developed with the contribution of the ESMPE board members and 
it is hoped that with the support of Physicists working in Europe we can continue to take forward the important 
work done so far by Dr� M� Brambilla and colleagues, at a European level�

Along with two other important pillars (the European Congress of Medical Physics and Physica Medica, The Euro-
pean Journal of Medical Physics), ESMPE will be our starting point to create the European Community of Medical 
Physics involved in the application of Physics in Medicine�

As you are in no doubt  already aware, ESMPE organizes medical physics education and training events� These 
are specifically targeted by Medical Physicists who are already Medical Physics Experts or would like to achieve 
Medical Physics Expert (MPE) status� These events are open to all European Medical Physicists and are accredited 
by an independent body (the European Board of Accreditation for Medical Physics) to ensure that they are at the 
required educational level, i�e�, Level 8 of the European Qualifications Framework� The main topics proposed for 
the School are related to ionizing and non-ionizing radiations applied in medicine (Nuclear Medicine, Radiothe-
rapy, Diagnostic and Interventional Radiology, MRI) as well as specific topics such as Statistics, Radiomics, Artificial 
Intelligence and Informatics�

Thanks to the limited number of participants allowed at each ESMPE event, the interaction between lecturers and 
attendees is assured� The high quality of the courses is further guaranteed by the prominent Medical Physicists 
working within the ESMPE Board� That body is open to evaluate all the proposals coming from the EFOMP Natio-
nal Member Organisations and individual members of the European Community of Medical Physics�

Moreover, a distinctive feature of the School is to provide subsidized fees for a certain number of participants co-
ming from low income European countries�

Feedback from the ESMPE participants (until February 2018)

Thanks to the invaluable collaboration of Jaroslav Ptáček, we have been collecting comments from ESMPE parti-
cipants in the courses over the years� Together with my colleague Emanuele Artuso we have processed the data 

Table 1

ESMPE (European School for Medical Physics Experts): 
what are the students thinking and future prospective
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collected and I now take this opportunity to describe the findings, in order to better understand the past experien-
ce and plan the next activities�

The courses used for the evaluation of courses quality are reported in Table 1� Some courses are organized jointly 
with other European Scientific Societies (ESTRO, EANM, ���)� During 2018 a Memorandum of Understanding was 
written with COCIR and we have started to organize training courses with the presence of scientists identified by 
COCIR as representative elements of different industrial research experiences� The course of ESMPE Past Editions 
on Computed Tomography: Technology, Dosimetry, Optimization (Jan 25-27, 2018) has been the first example; 
this important experience of collaboration will be continuing during the next courses on the topics of “State of the 
art and new trends of angiographic equipment: Image quality, Patient and Staff dosimetry” (July 4-6, 2019, Prague, 
Czech Republic) and “Treatment Planning systems ” (October 10-12, 2019, Warsaw, Poland)�

ESMPE attendees come from many different countries; Figure 1 shows the distribution of participants: 270 from 
Europe, 15 from outside  Europe�

Figure 2 shows the distribution of participants throughout the years�  Please note that in 2018 EFOMP Congress 
took place along with one course only�

Before each course speakers of the faculty prepare in advance their presentation, which is made available to 
students for the preparation of the course� The survey results indicate that the material has been useful to the 
students (Figure 3)�

All the contents are uploaded into Dropbox, for a limited period of time after the end of each course� Figure 4 
confirms the level of students’ satisfaction with this procedure�

Fig. 1

Fig. 3

Fig. 2

Fig. 4
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EFOMP decided to organize school editions in Prague for economical, logistical and cultural advantages of the city 
itself, located in an easily accessible geographical location with fast communications� The students confirmed that 
they are happy with this choice (Figure 5)� Future editions will be organised in Prague, Warsaw, Athens and Torino�

Contents for the different courses have always been chosen with great care, thinking of a harmonious and sequen-
tial path from the first lesson to the last� This has been positively evaluated by the students (Figure 6)�

EFOMP website e-learning platform

The European Congress of Medical Physics 2018 was the occasion to propose 3 new courses and thanks to 
EFOMP Officers who have accepted my proposal, we will be able to build an “EFOMP e- learning platform”� Re-
cording the Statistics course in a self-contained manner and, considering the positive feedback, with my colleagues 
Efi Koutsouveli, Christos Alexakos, Paolo Russo and Marco Brambilla the EFOMP e-learning platform has now 
been created� 

Its contents has been available to the participants of the Copenhagen congress since January 25th, 2019� All regis-
tered participants of the ESMPE courses are invited to also access the website�

I think it is essential to thank all the speakers who, with their freely-given hard work, have allowed this project to 
happen� We hope that it will be a cornerstone of the European Physics community�

Constructive feedback is very welcome� Our medium-term project is to publish the main contents of the courses 
held in the recent years to provide harmonization of those applications of Physics in medicine that are undergoing 
constant and rapid evolution�

We hope that these new training tools will allow us all to improve our work for the diagnosis and care of patients 
using our hospital facilities; continuous training of staff at all levels is an essential mechanism to achieve these goals�

Alberto Torresin
Expertise: Digital Medical imaging, Medical Imaging integration and post processing, quality control in digital imaging (co author of different QA 
protocol in Computer Tomography, Digital Mammography, SPECT), Radiomic research, Patient dosimetry and general supervisor in Medical 
Physics applied in Radiology, Nuclear Medicine, Radiotherapy with specific experience in advanced technologies 
As of now:  
Head  of  Medical Physics Dep�, ASST Grande Ospedale Metropolitano Niguarda, Milano, Italy� 
Visiting Professor  in the Physics Department of the  School of Specialization in Medical Physics and in the  Medicine Faculty, School of 
Specialization in Radiology and Radiotherapy, Università degli Studi of  Milan, Italy 
European Secretary of DICOM working Group 28 
Chair of  European School of Medical Physics Expert  (ESMPE) 
European Commission Initiative on Breast Cancer (ECIBC)� Selected Member of the Guidelines Development Group� Joint Research Centre, 
Public Health Policy Support  
Associate Editor of Physica Medica and reviewer of various Journals

Fig. 5 Fig. 6

https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=pages&id=e-learning
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Yolanda Prezado
chair of the Science Committee of EFOMP

Dr� Yolanda Prezado is a board-certified medical physicist (Spain)�  After a Ph�D� in Physics, she enrolled in the 
Spanish training scheme for medical physics�  She completed her residency program at the Hospital of Salamanca 
(Spain)�   After 3  years), she started working in academia� In 2007, she moved to France� First to Grenoble, whe-
re she was working as a beamline scientist at the Biomedical Beamline of European Synchrotron Radiation Facility 
(ESRF)� She was part of the leading team  of the preparation of the clinical trials of two innovative RT techniques: 
the stereotactic synchrotron radiation therapy (SSRT) and the microbeam radiation therapy (MRT)�  Among ot-
hers, she oversaw the development of adequate dosimetry protocols for synchrotron radiation and Monte Car-
lo-based treatment planning systems (TPS) for patients’ dose calculations�  

In 2011, she got a permanent position as a scientist at the National 
Centre for Scientific Research (CNRS), France�  She is based at the 
interdisciplinary laboratory “Imaging and Modelling in Neurobiology 
and Cancerology”, located at Campus d’Orsay, 25 km� south of Paris� 
Y� Prezado is the founder and responsible of the interdisciplinary team 
“New Approaches in Radiotherapy (NARA)”�  The NARA team works 
in the conception and development of innovative methods aiming 
at reducing normal tissue toxicities� NARA’s strategy is based on the 
use of the spatial fractionation of the dose, in particular, the so called 
minibeam radiation therapy�  Y� Prezado’s research interests include 
dose calculations (Monte Carlo simulations), small field dosimetry and 
radiobiology� During 2019, she will manage the activities related to the 
ongoing and newly launched working groups (WG)� In particular, there 
are two ongoing joint AAPM-EFOMP WG, namely, “development of a 
new universal breast dosimetry method”, and “development of a new breast dosimetry phantom” and four newly 
launched WG: “Revision of EFOMP PS14 - Safety of MRI”, “breast tomosynthesis QC protocol”, “artificial intel-
ligence (AI)”, and “angiographic and fluoroscopic systems - QC protocol”� She will also participate in the organi-
sation of the next European Congress of Medical Physics (ECMP) to be held in Turin in 2020� Another task is the 
maintenance of the existing links with NMOs and other professional bodies (e�g� AAMP, ESTRO, ESMRMB, ESR, 
EANM, IAEA, WHO, etc�)� One of her personal goals is to bring together the academic and clinical sides of our 
profession and to promote interdisciplinarity�   She is mother of two young boys, and when she gets some free 
time, she likes live music, hanging out with friends, biking, and reading� 

Yolanda Prezado, chair of the Science Committee of EFOMP
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The Professional Matters Committee (PMC) is one of 
the six Committees within EFOMP, dealing with profes-
sional issues related to the medical physics profession 
in Europe� These issues are highly connected to the 
position of the Medical Physics Expert (MPE) in the 
hospital or any other healthcare organization� This 
position is defined by both respect and income� The 
individual MPE earns respect by his or her knowledge 
and attitude towards doctors and other staff� Income 
reflects the economic value of the MPE compared to 
medical doctors and other healthcare professionals such 
as pharmacists and clinical chemists� EFOMP wants to 
improve the position of the MPE in all European count-
ries and its PMC is the workhorse for this� 

The PMC has members from 12 different countries: 
Austria, Denmark, Germany, Hungary, Latvia, Malta, 
The Netherlands, Poland, Portugal, Spain, Sweden 
and the United Kingdom� It is led by Dr� Ad Maas from 
Netherlands� Ad is a recently retired MPE with a lot of 
experience as an MPE within a hospital setting� He has 
witnessed the evolution of a medical physicist since the 
early eighties until present� His professional domain is 
called Hospital Physics, which deals with all aspects of 
the medical physics business (including ionizing radiati-
on)� His motto is “It’s the physics in medicine that binds 
us”�

A decent position of the MPE professional in a health 
care organization starts with a good education and trai-
ning scheme� On this aspect, PMC works closely with 
Education & Training Committee (ETC), another com-
mittee within EFOMP where its primary focus is educa-
tion and training of medical physicists� This close co-
operation between the two committees is fundamental 
for the development of a successful education and 
training programme� EFOMP makes a lot of effort to 
create highly educated MPE professionals via initiatives 
such as the EFOMP School of Medical Physics Experts 
(ESMPE), the biannual European Congress of Medical 

Physics (ECMP), the EFOMP Examination Board (EEB), 
the European Board of Accreditation of Medical Phy-
sics (EBAMP, strictly not EFOMP) and the forthcoming 
E-learning Platform (starting in 2019)� All these initiatives 
may be used by National Member Organizations of 
EFOMP (NMOs) to set up a high level of education and 
training scheme for medical physicists in their country� 
A well-trained medical physicist with enough practical 
experience may be certified by the NMO (or other 
national authority) and registered as a MPE� These so 
called National Registration Schemes (NRS) are to be 
validated by the PMC, which may propose them for 
approval by the EFOMP Board of Officers� This process 
of NRS approval has been taken up recently in a mo-
dernised way using 8 criteria published in EFOMP Policy 
Statement 6�1�

The next step following approval of NRS is registration 
of certified MPEs on a European level� This registration 
also needs accreditation by the European Union so cer-
tified MPEs are free to work in any country within the 
EU including countries that acknowledge MPEs certified 
this way� For now EFOMP’s PMC tries to help in some 
special cases by providing information�

Last year PMC was mainly working on the preparation 
of a new procedure for NRS approval�  During the 
ECMP in Copenhagen the committee chair gave a pre-
sentation on the cooperation between MPs and radio-
graphers� Recently, the committee dealt with a question 
from one of EFOMP’s NMOs concerning category 
classification of MPs working in a radiotherapy envi-
ronment� PMC is actively discussing several topics of 
interest to the medial physics profession� These include 
the role of the MPE as a radiation protection expert 
(ref� RP 174), implementation of the new EU regulation 
concerning medical devices (ref� 2017/745/EU) and the 
future development of the MP profession� If you are 
interested to become a member of PMC (one person 
from each country), send us an email with your interest 
at professionalmatterscommittee@efomp�org�

Introduction to the EFOMP Professional Matters Committee

Dr� Ad J�J� Maas, MPE
Ad Maas is now a retired medical physicist expert after 35 years working in the Jeroen Bosch Ziekenhuis, a general hospital in 
‘s-Hertogenbosch, Netherlands� Since 2018 he is chair of the EFOMP Professional Matters Committee working on a new procedure for 
international approval of national registration schemes for medical physicist experts� His main interests are hospital physics, hospital safety, 
quality systems, operating room, intensive care and cardiac pacing�
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Introduction

EU Council Directive 2013/59/EURATOM deals with basic safety standards for protection against the dangers 
arising from exposure to ionizing radiation in the broadest sense� It defines two categories for workers that run the 
risk of receiving ionizing radiation under normal working conditions� Category A is defined by those exposed wor-
kers who are liable to receive an effective dose greater than 6 mSv per year or an equivalent dose greater than 
15 mSv per year for the lens of the eye or greater than 150 mSv per year for skin and extremities, and category 
B is not classified category A� When assigning a category to workers the word liable from the definition makes the 
criteria of 6 mSv (effective dose), 15 mSv (eye lens) and 150 mSv (extremities) less discriminate� This article deals 
with the question of how to deal with classifying exposed medical physicists�

The risk of exposure to ionizing radiation

The risk for a medical physicist to be exposed to ionizing radiation first of all depends on the working environment� 
Working with radiopharmaceuticals or standing close to the source of ionizing radiation (i�e� X-ray beam) means a 
higher degree of exposure than working in a room shielded by attenuation walls� In radiotherapy the accelerators 
produce a much higher energy beam than X-ray equipment but the medical physicist (as other workers), under 
normal working conditions,  is not supposed to be exposed to even a fraction of this radiation� The classification 
process starts with a thorough analysis of the working conditions, done under supervision of the local radiation 
protection expert (RPE, Radiation Protection Expert who happens to be a medical physicist in most cases)� This 
analysis includes dose calculations, intensity of use and protective measures taken by shielding all checked by mea-
surements (photons, and neutrons if present), adequate warning systems, training of workers and intelligent design 
of radiation equipment� All this results in a dose estimate for workers� 

Furthermore, a risk analysis should be done on expected dose for foreseen unintended exposures� However, 
these incident scenarios should be weighted against the likelihood of this happening�  Both dose estimates are used 
for classification�

Classification of medical physicists

Most medical physicists run the risk of being exposed to ionizing radiation so they are classified cat B at least� In 
some countries the government regulates classification of medical physicists working in radiotherapy� This is not 
a demand from the EU Directive as it states: Member States shall require the undertaking or, in the case of out-
side workers, the employer, to decide on the categorization of individual workers prior to their taking up work 
that may give rise to exposure, and to regularly review this categorization on the basis of working conditions and 
medical surveillance� No country is reported to have cat A prescribed and many countries prescribe cat B (e�g� 
Austria, Germany, Poland, Spain)� In these cases there is no need for criteria because of regulation� In all other 
countries medical physicists are free to choose their classification as long as they obey the EU directive� This me-
ans they have to perform a regular (personal) risk analysis based on their local situation (RAE, Risk Assessment & 
Evaluation)� The outcome of these analyses is almost always an effective dose exposure of near zero provided that 
all safety and shielding measures are in place� If the outcome of RAE exceeds 6 mSv, this points to a special case 
like radiopharmacy or interventional radiology or cardiology, and not radiotherapy, not even brachytherapy� New 
technical applications in radiotherapy like the use of FFF (Flattening Filter Free) beam technology demand a revi-
sion of the RAE but until now none demonstrated a marked increase of exposure� In conclusion, cat� B will do for 
medical physicists working in radiotherapy under normal circumstances� In some countries (e�g� The Netherlands 

Category assignment according to Council Directive 2013/59/EURATOM 
for medical physicists (working in the radiotherapy domain)
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and the UK) radiotherapy institutes have demonstrated by extensive RAEs that, when all protective measures are 
in place and properly functioning, the chance of exposure is practically zero under normal working conditions for 
medical physicists (as demonstrated by room monitoring)� In these cases not even cat� B is applicable provided 
that an extensive RAE is repeated when working conditions change, for instance after introduction of a new me-
thodology�

 Pros and cons of cat A classification

Cat A workers may legally be exposed to an effective dose of more than 6 mSv per year� The extra demands for 
cat A classification compared to cat B are a mandatory strict personal monitoring of dose exposure for effective 
dose, eye lens and extremities, a regular report of the monitoring results to the competent authority and a yearly 
medical examination of the exposed worker� In conclusion surveillance of a cat A worker is more expensive than 
that of a cat B worker� Also it is better to be a cat B worker protected by a thorough regular analysis and perma-
nent safety measures than unnecessarily being a cat A worker receiving more than 6 mSv and “protected” by strict 
monitoring and medical examinations�

Disclaimer

Although the Euratom directive should be the basis for legislation in EU countries, it is the local directive that is 
leading for MPs� Local laws can differ from the BSS (Basic Safety Standards)�

Ad Maas, on behalf of the EFOMP Professional Matters Committee 
Ad Maas is now a retired medical physicist after 35 years working in a general hospital in ‘s-Hertogenbosch, Netherlands� At present he is 
chair of the EFOMP Professional Matters Committee working on a new procedure for international approval of national registration schemes 
for medical physicist experts� His main interests are hospital physics, hospital safety, quality systems, operating room, intensive care and cardiac 
pacing�
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The programme of the next EUTERP workshop on 
“Optimization of training in radiation protection” at 
Qawra, St� Paul’s Bay, Malta on 10 to12 April 2019 
was set recently by the programme committee during 
its meeting at the IAEA headquarters in Vienna (Fig� 1)� 
This interesting workshop will be introduced by two 
keynote presentations  on the “train-the-trainers for 
Radiation Protection activites of the IAEA” by Amparo 
Cristobal followed by Eduardo Gallego on “IRPA’s re-
commendations and contributions to enhance radiation 
protection culture through educational activities”�

The following five sessions, with participants’ contributi-
ons, will address in the two days of the workshop:
• Design of training

• Workers’ training

• Trainer standards and competencies

• New developments

• Outreach and networks

This last session will end with a panel on “beyond EU-
TERP – collaborations and outreach” with representives 
from HERCA, EFOMP, the European ALARA Network 
and EURADOS�

Mixed in between these sessions, there will be three 
parallel working group discussions on the topics of:
• Trainer standards and competencies

• Evaluation of training

• Radiation worker training

Penelope Allisy-Roberts 
Penelope Allisy-Roberts has a BSc (Physics) MSc (Radiobiology), PhD (Radiological Physics), and was Head of the Regional Radiation Physics 
Service in Birmingham, UK, followed by Director of Medical Physics and Medical Engineering at Southampton University Hospitals and finally 
as the Director of the Ionizing Radiation Department at the International Bureau of Weights and Measures (BIPM) from which she retired in 
2012� She has served on the Boards/Councils of the Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine, the Society of Radiological Protection 
and most recently the European Federation of Organisations for Medical Physics, which she represents on the EUTERP Board� She has also 
served on various UK government committees and was a representative on the Article 31 Group and a member of ICRP Committee 3 in the 
1990s� She has served on the editorial boards of several journals, and is currently an Editorial Board Member of the Journal for Radiological 
Protection� She is a Chartered Physicist, a Clinical Scientist, joint author of a text book for radiologists in training and was coordinator of the UK 
2002 Medical and Dental Guidance Notes� She was awarded a UK honour (OBE) in 1999 for services to radiation protection�

Prof� Dr� Markus Buchgeister, 
Beuth Hochschule für Technik Berlin, Germany 

Markus Buchgeister entered the field of medical physics in radiation therapy at the university clinic of Tübingen in 1995� In 2010, he received 
a call for a position as professor for medical radiation physics at the Beuth University for applied sciences at Berlin� Since 2003, he is engaged 
as co-opted DGMP board member for public relations and communications of the German Society for Medical Physics� Parallel, he served 
as chairman of the EFOMP Communication and Publications Committee 2003-2009 and from 2009-2015 as German EFOMP delegate� In 
2017-2018 he was chairman of the EFOMP Education and Training Committee, being now its past chairman in 2019 and German EFOMP 
delegate for a second round�

There will be an additional 12 posters on display to be 
discussed with their authors during the coffee break 
poster sessions and two hands-on demonstrations of a 
video training game and the EUTERP course database�

Participants of past EUTERP workshops appreciate 
the friendly atmosphere of open discussions and the 
building up of personal relationships across Europe and 
even beyond� 
You find the full programme and more information at 
https://tinyurl�com/yc7s5yjp 

Penelope Allisy-Roberts, EUTERP Secretary, EFOMP 
representative

EUTERP workshop “Optimization of training in radiation 
protection” , 10-12th April 2019, Qawra, St. Paul’s 
Bay, Malta

Fig. 1: EUTERP Malta workshop 2019 programme committee: From left 
to right, front row: Marcel Schouwenburg, Joanne Steward, Michèle 
Coeck, Peneolope Allisy, Markus Buchgeister, back row: Matjaž Koželj, 
Richard Paynter, Celso Osimani, Friedrich Hoyler, Cristina Llorente, 
AmparoCristobal; connected via video conference: Eduardo Gallego.

https://tinyurl.com/yc7s5yjp
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I have been teaching two medical physics courses for a couple of years at the Niels Bohr Institute, faculty of sci-
ence, Copenhagen University� I basically built these courses from scratch out of my own university background, 
the research I had been conducting within the field and about 10 years of clinical experience� The course material 
covers many aspects of medical physics (about 15 ETCS points in total) and has been updated/revised a couple of 
times on the basis of student feedback�

As chair of the local organization committee for the 2nd European Congress of Medical Physics, I had a central 
role in the planning and settlement of this congress at the Niels Bohr Institute in Copenhagen, late August 2018� 
During this planning process, I came up with the idea of creating a summer school on medical physics in connec-
tion with the congress to disperse the knowledge I had compiled for the courses to an international audience� 
Being in radiation oncology for the past decade, I had witnessed the introduction of much more imaging being 
conducted in the planning and delivery phases of treatment, primarily magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) during 
planning and cone-beam CT (CBCT) during delivery� Still, medical physicists in radiation therapy have limited 
knowledge about the technique and theory behind these imaging modalities� Therefore, a two-day summer 
school on CT (day 1) and MRI (day 2) generation was setup before the pre-meetings of the congress�

Another important aspect of my teaching experience and training (it is mandatory to take a teaching course at the 
university), is that I realized the importance of students participating in active learning to increase their learning out-
come� I therefore decided that the school was going to be 50/50% split between lectures and class exercises to 
keep students engaged and motivated (figure 1)� Furthermore, the last exercise each day was a computer exercise 
working directly between CT/MR images and sinogram/k-space� Each day ended with an optional tablet-based 
multiple choice quiz for those needing an exam to apply for course credits, or simply to test their knowledge� 

Like the congress, the summer school was a great success with 41 participants primarily from Europe and Den-
mark but also remote locations including Israel and Niger� Before each multiple choice test a small survey confir-
med the general satisfaction with the course (figure 2)� Surprisingly, medical physicists from nuclear medicine and 
diagnostic radiology which are traditional diagnostic sub-specialties also participated and found the content fruitful� 

In light of the significant interest and positive feedback on the summer school, I have decided to continue and ex-
pand the summer school for late August 2019� The summer school is now of a week’s duration (Monday through 
Friday) and contains a therapeutic component of radiation dosimetry and radiobiology (day 1-2) and a diagnostic 
component (day 3-5) with CT, MRI and PET which are the three most dominating imaging modalities in radiology� 
The idea of this is two-fold: 1) only a few courses combine therapeutic and diagnostic medical physics although 
most subspecialties contain an element of both; and 2) the course should have a duration that would be wor-
thwhile travelling for� 

Fig. 1: Lectures by the author on MRI during the summer school in connection with the 2nd European Congress of Medical Physics 2018. These were combined 
with class exercises.

Niels Bohr Summer School on therapeutic and diagnostic medical physics
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Again, I have chosen to have a format that has a 50/50% distribution between lectures and class exercises, starting 
with basic concepts in the morning followed by more advanced ones in the afternoon, see figure 3� Participants 
can choose to participate in the therapeutic part, the diagnostic part, or both (for which a discount applies)� Each 
part will be followed by a multiple-choice quiz and there will be an option to get a guided tour at the old Niels 
Bohr Institute and the newly installed MR-Linac at 
Rigshospitalet close to the course venue� I am also glad 
to say that this year I will be joined by some expert 
colleagues of mine: Faisal Mahmood will cover the MRI 
day; he is an associate professor and medical physicist 
at Odense University Hospital and is heavily involved in 
the MR-Linac project� Furthermore, the PET day will be 
covered by Adam Espe Hansen who is physicist at the 
PET/MR facility at Rigshospitalet and external lecturer at 
the faculty of health, University of Copenhagen�

The summer school will take place August 19-23, 2019 
at the H�C� Ørsted Institute in Copenhagen, Denmark� 
Please visit the homepage for detailed content and 
registration at https://indico�nbi�ku�dk/event/1155/�

Hope to see many of you in Copenhagen!

Fig. 2: Results from part of the participant feedback survey conducted during the summer school. 

Dr� Jens M� Edmund
Dr� Jens M� Edmund was chair of the ECMP local organization committee in 2018� He received his master’s degree in biophysics in 2003 and 
PhD in radiation dosimetry in 2007� He became diplomate of the American board of radiology in 2011 and medical physics expert in 2014� 
He is works at Herlev Hospital close to Copenhagen as a medical physicist in radiation therapy and is currently affiliate associated professor at 
the Niels Bohr Institute, University of Copenhagen� 

Fig. 3: Results from part of the participant feedback survey conducted during 
the summer school. 
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What do you want to know about 
dosimetry? 
How is a dose measured in small fields? Which detectors are suitable for 
which measurements? Which quality assurance method is appropriate 
for which irradiation technique? 

The Dosimetry School founded by PTW deals intensively with these and many 
other questions together with you.

Do you want to enhance your knowledge and exchange ideas with colleagues 
and experienced experts? Great! We will support you − with scientifically  
up-to-date and practice-oriented courses on dosimetry and quality assurance!  
Simply sign up and join us!

Need more information about our courses?

Visit our website at www.dosimetryschool.de.

SHARING KNOWLEDGE – INSPIRING PRACTICE

Upcoming training courses
Small Field Dosimetry 
March 21 - 22, 2019 · London, UK (English)

Small Field Dosimetry and
IMRT / IMAT Plan Verification
April 5 - 6, 2019 · Pamplona, Spain (Spanish) 
October 10 - 11, 2019 · Montigny-le-Tilleul, 
Belgium (English)

Overview: Relative Dosimetry, Absolute  
Dosimetry, Small Field Dosimetry
April 10 - 12, 2019 · Copenhagen, Denmark 
(English)

Absolute Dosimetry  
May 6 - 7, 2019 · Milano, Italy (English)

Relative Dosimetry   
June 24 - 26, 2019 · Milano, Italy (English)

Information and registration at 
contact@dosimetryschool.de

CELEBRATING 

5 YEARS
2014 –  2019

https://www.ptw.de/home_start.html?&no_cache=1
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EUTEMPE-RX has been innovative in providing high-level training to future Medical Physics Experts (MPE)� The-
re are 12 modules covering a wide-range of important topics� Each module provides approximately 80 hours of 
blended learning (a mixture of e-learning and face-to-face training)� These were initially set up with collaboration 
with EFOMP as part of EU research funding�

Module 7

There have been two successful iterations of module 7 (fig 1)� The 3rd edition of this important module for 
MPEs starts online on June 1st 2019; onsite on 14th to 16th October 2019 in Guildford� Module 7 covers 
two vital areas for the physics of diagnostic radiology: quantitative measurements and optimisation�
• Many can undertake quantitative measurements, but the underlying theory and results are 

poorly understood� Using deeper knowledge following training, the MPE will have the ab-
ility to give advice based on a correct interpretation on quantitative results�

• The ability to undertake a successful optimisation study is a key competency of being an MPE� 
A properly optimised imaging system will provide maximum benefit to the patients, whilst mi-
nimizing the radiation risks� After the face-to-face training, the participants are expected to sub-
mit a plan of an optimisation study relevant to them and show how to implement it� 

Extra EBAMP credits are given for those who undertake the exam on quantitative measurements and produce a 
successful Optimisation Study plan� Participants are encouraged to publish their work developed during the modu-
le, so far two peer-reviewed papers from participants of the 2015 module have been published�

Development of training methods

EUTEMPE has successfully used a blended learning process� This method has a number of benefits:
• It supports medical physicists who cannot spend significant time away at 

a course either due to personal or work commitments�

• Much of the learning can be undertaken at the pace of the student�

• The face-to-face training can focus on practical aspects and more in-depth discussion�

• The variety of teaching techniques aids learning� Module 7 continued the development of 
the training methodology by introducing an online-only version of the module during edi-
tion 2 in 2017� There can be many reasons for a participant to use online-only training� 

The introduction of online-only training to EFOMP-EUTEMPE 
module 7: Optimisation and quantitative measurements 

Fig. 1: Face-to-face group in Guildford in 2017

https://www.ptw.de/home_start.html?&no_cache=1
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Module 7 retains a two part structure� The initial e-learning content was the same for both set of participants� The 
face-to-face module was run in Guildford and most of it was broadcast live allowing interaction with the online-on-
ly participants who could join in� All talks were recorded and could be watched later by both groups of partici-
pants� The practical and discussion sessions were also converted including:
• Undertaking quantitative measurements on supplied images�

• Optimisation case studies

• Interactive optimisation methods : 

• Optimisation practical

Currently, this is the only EUTEMPE module offering online-only training� Four participants have completed this 
course in 2017 and reached the level required by an MPE in the relevant competencies� The online-only training 
is not an easy option for the participants� Dedication is required to ensure a successful outcome and good com-
munication with all those involved� There are many advantages to attending the face-to-face part of the module, 
but with hard work and full interaction with the learning process and tutors, an online only option can be a practi-
cal and rewarding alternative� 

Both versions of the module will run in 2019� More details on all EUTEMPE modules are at  
www�eutempe-net�eu�

Alistair Mackenzie 

Dr� Alistair Mackenzie works at the Royal Surrey County Hospital in Guildford, UK� He has worked in radiological physics for over 25 years, 
gaining a wide experience in the practical testing and knowledge of all types of X-ray imaging equipment� He worked in KCARE for 9 years 
and undertook in-depth evaluations of digital imaging systems, during which he became an international expert in quantitative analysis of 
digital images� Currently, he is a researcher in NCCPM, primarily concerned with optimizing the use of mammography and tomosynthesis 
systems and studying the effect of image quality of digital mammography systems on cancer detection� Alistair has co-authored 60 papers and 
proceedings and was the editor of IPEM report 32(vii) on quality assurance of digital systems� He has been involved in running IAEA training 
events�  

http://www.eutempe-net.eu/
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The ESTRO 38 conference takes place at the MiCO conference centre in Milan 26th-30th April 2019� As ever, 
physicists and associated specialities will gather together to hear and discuss the latest topics in radiation oncolo-
gy� The conference consists of opportunities for learning in teaching lectures, hearing about the state of the art in 
symposia and updating on cutting edge research in the proffered papers sessions� The commercial exhibition is 
the largest exhibition in radiation oncology in Europe with an increasing number of exhibitors year after year� On 
top of this there are ample opportunities for networking with colleagues, both new and old, from coffee breaks, 
meeting for lunch, poster viewing sessions and of course the highlight being the after dinner party on the last night 
– always great fun�

There are two full tracks dedicated specifically to physics� In these tracks the teaching lectures include: Gating and 
breath-hold techniques, Uncertainties in radiomics, the role of physicists in clinical trials and How to select patients 
for proton or photon radiotherapy� The state of the art symposiums will cover topics such as: Cone beam CT 
reconstructions, Does big data cause big problems? Quantitative Imaging and Developments of phantoms� There 
will also be a debate on the training which physicists in radiation oncology will need in ten years’ time� Will we 
need a greater focus on imaging, predictive models, deep learning or management, or are the basic physics skills 
still the most important aspect? This 5-way debate will provide food for thought for those engaged in training the 
new generation� It will also provide interesting links in how the core curriculum should be developed, which will 
be addressed by a joint ESTRO-EFOMP working party very soon� 

Of course no conference is complete without a good number of sessions dedicated to the latest research in the 
form of proffered papers� This year we had 826 physics abstracts submitted to the conference, so we have exten-
ded the number of proffered paper sessions to 14 and 4 dedicated poster viewing sessions� 

Alongside the physics track is the interdisciplinary track which incorporates many physics topics and the imple-
mentation into the clinic� This year the highlights include the use of artificial intelligence in radiotherapy, MR guided 
radiotherapy, approaches to adaptive radiotherapy and clinical trials for proton therapy� 

The young track is also highly recommended for anyone (not just the young) who wants to discuss of get advice 
on topics such as combining research and clinical training/ practice, how to prevent burnout and an excellent sym-
posium on “Stronger together - news and projects in the young national societies”�

The multidisciplinary component of the conference will be highlighted in several joint sessions with other Euro-
pean and International oncology societies� A joint session ESTRO-EFOMP is scheduled on Saturday, April 27th, 
with the title “Multi-disciplinary working in Radiotherapy”� 
• Working for radiotherapy applications: The perspective of a nuclear medici-

ne physicist in the era of Hybrid Imaging Systems, Valentino Bettinardi

• Working in radiotherapy from the perspective of an MRI physicist, Lars E� Olsson

• Working with radiotherapy from the perspective of US physicist, E� Harris

• Working with radiotherapy from the perspective of data/computer scientist, D� Sarrut

We extend our warmest invitation to all physicists to attend the Physics Members Assembly on Monday 29th 
April, where you can find out about the activities of the ESTRO physics committee and discuss your suggestions 
and ideas for these activities going forwards� New for this year is also a special meet and greet session for female 
physicists to meet other women who are active in ESTRO and find out how they can get more involved� This will 
take place at 8am on Sunday 28th April, in the open space area of the Exhibition hall�

Finally, don’t forget to visit EFOMP booth at the Communities Pavilion located in the MiCo� Launched in 2017, 

EFOMP - ESTRO Physics 
Committee: ESTRO 38
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Efi Koutsouveli
EFOMP Internet Manager and liaison officer from EFOMP to ESTRO

She works at the Hygeia Hospital in Athens and she is currently the Vice President of the Hellenic Association of Medical Physicists (HAMP)� 
Efi is a member of the European School of Medical Physics Experts (ESMPE) board and one of the editors of the EFOMP European Medical 
Physics News� 

Catharine Clark
Chair of the ESTRO 38 physics tracks and liaison officer from ESTRO to EFOMP

Dr� Catharine Clark holds a joint post between the Royal Surrey County Hospital (RSCH) and the National Physical Laboratory (NPL) in the 
UK� Catharine is a Fellow of the Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine (IPEM) and a member of the ESTRO physics committee�

the Pavilion is offering an opportunity for exchanging ideas and meeting new colleagues� You can learn how to get 
involved with EFOMP committees and working groups, and discuss professional, educational and scientific matters�

ESTRO website: https://www�estro�org/congresses-meetings/items/estro-38

EFOMP website: https://www�efomp�org/index�php?r=events/view&id=54

https://www.estro.org/congresses-meetings/items/estro-38
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=events/view&id=54 
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=events/view&id=54 
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2019 will be another exciting year for the European Society for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine and Biology 
(ESMRMB)� ESMRMB is well known for its outstanding educational programme, in line with our goal to promote 
knowledge and understanding in the field of magnetic resonance in medicine and biology� This year we are happy 
to provide another excellent offering of courses to those with an interest in this field�  

In particular, we have three areas of educational programme, the Lectures on MRI (Educational Courses on MR 
physics & engineering), the School of MRI (diverse education in clinical MRI), and Hands On MRI (Courses 
For MR radiographers/technologists, radiologists and interested physicians)� 

Our Lectures on MR series is specifically designed to provide the physical fundamentals of MR imaging, diffusion, 
perfusion, spectroscopy and RF engineering, as well as aspects of applications of these techniques in clinical and 
biochemical research and development� This year we will offer six clinical courses in total:
• RF Simulation for MR systems� Aachen, Germany (March 6-8, 2019)

• Create your own Echo: How to Generate, Calculate and Ma-
nipulate Echoes Tübingen, Germany (June 5-7, 2019)

• RF-Pulses: Design and Applications, Zurich, Switzerland (June 13-15, 2019)

• Resting State fMRI – basic concepts, methods & applicati-
ons� Tübingen, Germany (September 12-13,2019)

• Acquisition Strategies for Hyperpolarised Spin Systems: Spectral, Spa-
tial and Temporal Munich, Germany (September 18-20, 2019)

• Diffusion Weighted MR Spectroscopy Paris, France (October 23-25,2019)

The 2019 annual congress of the ESMRMB will take place in the lively city of Rotterdam, The Netherlands, bet-
ween October 3-5� This year the educational part of the congress will focus on three major themes� Of special 
interest to medical physicists will be our focus topic on Gadolinium-free MRI, where state-of-the-art, non-invasive 
alternatives to contrast enhanced MRI will be presented� 

The other focus-themes of the congress, Machine Learning and Efficient MRI will certainly also be fascinating and 
noteworthy for those engaged in Medical Physics� The Machine Learning sessions not only aim to show the latest 
progress of AI in MRI but will also focus on the regulatory side, such as data-sharing when collaborating with large 
and small companies� This topic will also be discussed in more detail during a round-table discussion on how Eu-
rope can lead in machine learning in MRI�

ESMRMB Educational Programmes 2019 

Fig. 1: Figure 1. ESMRMB 2018 Congress. Copyright ESMRMB 
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The congress’s scientific sessions will not only focus on the three focus topics but will cover the full breadth of MRI 
research; we absolutely welcome research submissions on any MRI related topic that you have been working on 
in the last year! Don’t forget the abstract submission deadline of April 11� 

The 2019 ESMRMB annual congress is set to be a collaborative and exciting meeting and we are very much loo-
king forward to seeing you there!

If you’d like to find out more about our society, our educational programmes or our congress please visit our 
website at www�esmrmb�org! 

Matthias van Osch 
Matthias van Osch is a professor in Radiology with a special focus on cerebrovascular imaging within the Leiden University Medical Center, 
Leiden, The Netherlands� He is currently also chairing the scientific program committee of the ESMRMB 2019 to be held in Rotterdam, The 
Netherlands from 3rd - 5th October 2019� 

Katie Leney

Katie Leney is from Warwickshire, UK and has recently joined the ESMRMB as a society support officer� She is due to attend her first ECR and 
ESMRMB congress this year� She is excited to work with the ESMRMB and help to promote and facilitate the society’s work� 

http://www.esmrmb.org
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You don’t ever need much of an excuse to visit Paris, so when the International Society for Magnetic Resonance in 
Medicine (ISMRM) were to host their annual meeting there, I made my arrangements and off I went�

The meeting was held at the Paris Expo Porte de Versailles in the in the south western part of the city, with the 
ISMRM being only one conference being held within the much larger conference zone� We were blessed with 
fine weather almost all week and my non-science highlight was having lunch on the roof of the conference centre 
with some delicious patisseries and a great view over towards the city� 

Occasionally with meetings there can be a theme or thread running through the conference� In this instance, arti-
ficial intelligence (AI) seemed to be the word on many peoples‘ lips� While there wasn’t a vast number of posters 
on this topic, many aspects of the plenary sessions, scanner vendor presentations and session speakers discussed 
what seems to be an impending penetration of different aspects of MRI in medicine and Radiology more generally 
by the application of AI methods� 

Less grand but no less interesting smaller topics at the meeting included many different applications of Chemical 
Exchange Saturation Transfer (CEST) methods� With 7T becoming more wide spread and the need for MRI to do 
more in the metabolic imaging space� This seems to be a topic that will only grow in future years� 

ISMRM, Paris, May 2018 

Dr John McLean
 Deputy head of MRI physics for NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde (GGC) 

Dr John McLean is the Deputy head of MRI physics for NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde (GGC) and an honourary Senior Clinical Lecturer 
at the University of Glasgow� Dr McLean advises on the safety, procurement and quality of MRI scanners for NHS GGC� He also provides 
support for clinical trials and research projects in particular with expertise in neuroimaging analysis methods using MRI data� 

Dr McLean’s own professional interests include imaging informatics and the application of spectroscopic and metabolic imaging techniques to 
study neurological disease� 

Fig. 1: Paris Airport with view to the Eifel Tower
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When the world’s first whole-body magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) scanner (the mark I)[1] was developed 
by the late Jim Hutchison and colleagues at the University of Aberdeen in the late 1970s, it had a magnetic field 
strength of 0�04 tesla (0�04 T)� Now, around 40 years later, the typical scanners used in both the clinic and in re-
search operate at about two orders of magnitude higher than the mark I, most often at 1�5 and 3 T� In November 
2016, the University of Glasgow, in partnership with NHS Greater Glasgow and Clyde, took delivery of Scot-
land’s first ultra-high field (UHF) 7 T MRI scanner, bringing the total number of these advanced imaging systems in 
the UK to five� The scanner, which is manufactured by Siemens Healthcare in the UK and Germany, is made of 
around 17 metric tons of superconducting magnet and generates a magnetic field that is around 140,000 times 
greater than the field at the surface of the Earth� Unlike many 7 T systems, the new scanner is fully integrated into 
the clinical NHS environment, in the Imaging Centre of Excellence (ICE) at the Queen Elizabeth University Hospi-
tal in Glasgow, making it possible to conduct clinical research studies in acutely ill patients� The new facility is part of 
a wider trend in ultra-high field MRI, in which there is a rapid development in the use of the equipment for clinical 
studies, alongside the more established applications in basic neuroscience�

It is clear then, that in the past few decades of MRI research there has been an inexorable push toward higher 
and higher magnetic field strengths� But to what end? The most obvious improvement gained by increasing the 
strength of the magnetic field is in the achievable signal-to-noise ratio (SNR)� Determining how best to utilise this 
signal boost is what drives much of the development work on UHF MRI systems around the world� 

One evident use of the greater SNR at 7 T is to push the acquired images to higher and higher spatial resolution, 
allowing researchers to differentiate finer structures in the brain or other organs than was previously possible at lo-
wer field strengths� Some applications of ultra-high resolution MRI include the imaging of blood vessels in the brain 
in the case of small vessel disease, which affects the smaller arteries and veins, the arterioles and the capillaries� 
Some examples of high resolution 7 T images, showing these fine vessels in detail, can be seen in Figure 1� Figure 
1(a) shows an MR angiogram, formed from a maximum intensity projection (MIP) of time-of-flight (ToF)[2] data 
with a resolution of 0�4 mm isotropic� In ToF imaging, no contrast medium is required to visualise the vessels; the 
tissue in the imaging slab is suppressed, while the blood flowing into the region has a high signal which contrasts 
strongly with that of the background tissue, showing clearly the bright vessels against a dark background� This is 
particularly suited to 7 T because the greater longitudinal relaxation time (T1) with higher field leads to better back-
ground suppression without affecting the strong signal from the vessels� Figure 1(b) shows the minimum intensity 
projection (mIP) of a susceptibility weighted image (SWI)[3], showing the venous system in fine detail� 

Imaging at Ultra-High Field: A New Era in Clinical MRI?

Fig. 01: High resolution images used to look in detail as the blood vessels by (a) time-of-flight imaging, and (b) susceptibility weighted imaging, and  
(c) a T2 weighted anatomical image.
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The SWI method exploits the sensitivity of MRI to differences in magnetic susceptibility, which is modulated by the 
oxygenation level of the blood, and which is different in the venous and arterial systems� The SWI image in Figu-
re 1(b) has a resolution of 0�2 mm in-plane and 0�1 mm slice thickness� Figure 1(c) also shows a more standard 
anatomical image, in this case a T2 weighted turbo spin-echo (TSE) image� This image has a resolution of 0�4 mm 
in-plane with a 3�0 mm slice thickness� The three images shown in Figure 1 were all acquired on the Glasgow 7 T 
scanner at higher resolution than is achievable at the previously available field strengths of 1�5 and 3 T and show 
the potential for visualising greater detail of the brain structures at 7 T� 

The access to high resolution imaging provided by 7 T can also be used in the application of functional MRI (fMRI) 
studies� Neuroscience researchers, including those at our own institution, are beginning to use high resolution 
fMRI at 7 T to investigate neuronal feedback and feedforward mechanisms, from measuring the blood oxygen 
level dependent (BOLD) signal or the cerebral blood volume (CBV), in distinct depth layers of the cortex[4]� The 
feedforward mechanism is the transmission of signals from the outside world into the cortex, while the feedback 
channels carry the brain‘s predictions about the world based on internal models� These projections terminate in 
distinct layers of the cortex, however to date the isolation of these feedforward and feedback signals from each 
other at a laminar level has proved difficult� High resolution fMRI, paired with tasks designed to suppress the feed-
forward mechanism, such as masking out part of a picture while measuring the response of the visual cortex has 
allowed researchers to study the feedback mechanism in greater detail than ever before, showing the response in 
layers of the cortex at a sub-millimetre level� 

An alternative way to put the improved signal-to-noise ratio to use is to use it to accelerate the image acquisition 
process� For all its wonderful advantages, such as soft tissue contrast and its non-invasive nature, MRI remains a 
relatively slow technique and research has been ongoing from the very beginnings of the field to find new and 
advanced ways to speed things up� The majority of these acceleration methods come with some level of SNR 
penalty, so it is clear there is an advantage in starting with more signal to begin with� Perhaps the most widely 
used acceleration methods, at any field strength, are the SENSE[5] and GRAPPA[6] methods� These methods 
exploit the use of multiple receive channels (typically around 32, but it can be many more), in the form of phased 
array coils[7], used as standard on modern MR systems� Having multiple coils acquiring data from a given point in 
the image volume allows its location information to be inferred from the known locations and sensitivities of the 
coil elements� This means less time is spent determining the location of the signal source than with the standard 
spatial encoding method alone, which relies on varying magnetic field gradients� This is the essence of the parallel 
imaging techniques, with the difference between the SENSE and GRAPPA methods being, in the simplest terms, 
that SENSE works in the image domain and GRAPPA in the frequency, or k-space, domain� Using these methods 
at a more typical field strength of 3 tesla, it is possible to achieve an acceleration factor of at least 2, meaning an 
acquisition time of a little more than half that of a non-accelerated acquisition� However, as mentioned there is an 
SNR penalty associated with these methods� The greater signal available at 7 T offers great potential for far higher 
acceleration factors and therefore far shorter acquisitions or the ability to collect a greater amount of data in the 
same acquisition time� In addition, there are more advanced acceleration methods, such as the use of random, 
incoherent under sampling of data allied with iterative reconstruction methods exploiting the sparsity of MR data, 
known as compressed sensing[8]� There is also the CAIPIRINHA[9] method, which extends the idea of parallel 
imaging described above into 3 dimensions with high acceleration factors, without the aliasing artefacts that restrict 
the amount of 3D acceleration achievable with SENSE and GRAPPA� However, these methods will not be explai-
ned in detail here� 

It is not, however, only MR imaging techniques which benefit from higher magnetic field strength, it is also of value 
in magnetic resonance spectroscopy (MRS)� In the majority of MRI methods the measured signal comes from the 
hydrogen nuclei present in the large amount of water which accounts for much of the tissue composition of the 
human body� In MRS we wish to measure signal from the various metabolites containing 1H present in the tissue 
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by exploiting the small frequency difference determined by the local chemical environment (the chemical shift), in 
order to produce spectra� As the concentration of these metabolites is many orders of magnitude less than that of 
water, the water signal must be suppressed, usually by a series of narrow bandwidth pulses centred on the reso-
nance frequency of the 1H nuclei of the water� Once the water peak has been suppressed, the smaller metabolite 
peaks begin to become visible, but the concentration of, and therefore signal from, these metabolites is so low 
that, at lower field strengths, the peaks can be lost amongst the background noise in the spectra� At 7 T however, 
the increased SNR means that the possibility of visualising and quantifying these peaks is increased� But as well as 
the SNR boost, there is a further advantage to performing MRS at higher field� As the field strength increases the 
dispersion of the chemical shifts of the metabolites also increases, and the apparent spectral linewidth decreases� 
This means that peaks are easier to resolve, particularly in the case of coupled metabolites with overlapping peaks� 
A 1H spectrum acquired on a healthy volunteer on our 7 T scanner is shown in Figure 2� The voxel size was 1 
cm3 using a standard spin-echo single voxel spectroscopy sequence� Well resolved peaks can be seen for the me-
tabolites n-acetyl aspartate (NAA), creatine and choline� 

Of course, not all MR spectroscopy studies are to 
investigate metabolites containing hydrogen nuclei� 
Many projects look at a range of other MR-suitable 
isotopes found in small quantities in the body, such as 
phosphorus-31, carbon-13, fluorine-19 (not naturally 
occurring, but used as a tracer) and so on� The difficul-
ties in obtaining spectra from these nuclei have been 
well documented over the years� The nuclei 31P and 
13C, even with a large natural abundance (the amount 
of the element in tissue that is the MR visible isotope), 
suffer from a low sensitivities relative to that of 1H of 
6�6% and 1�6% respectively� 19F has a far higher relative 
sensitivity but is not present in the body, so it is used as 
a label in the investigation of fluorinated compounds of 
interest in treatment and diagnosis� 

Of course moving to higher field strengths does not 
come without new problems to be overcome� These 
include increased power deposition in tissue, changing relaxation times (generally longer T1 but shorter T2) and 
increase in the inhomogeneity of the main magnetic field (B0)� Perhaps chief among these issues though, is the fact 
that, at 7 T, the wavelength of the standing wave that propagates in the tissue at the resonance, or Larmor, fre-
quency of 1H at 7 T of 297 MHz is much shorter than the equivalent at lower field strengths� This means that the 
wavelength, which is around 12 cm in human tissue, is comparable in size to the structures of the body itself and 
the superposition of the wave peaks and troughs within the body occurs, leading to severe bright and dark areas 
in the images, known as B1 inhomogeneity� The approach to this problem is to use multiple transmit coil elements, 
a method known as parallel transmit (pTx)[10]� This allows the RF energy to be transmitted at each element with 
different amplitude and phase, thus allowing the field to be shaped in a defined volume of interest to give a far 
more uniform excitation� This is a method known as B1 shimming, which merely represent the beginning of what 
can be achieved with pTx systems� This shows that these potential limitations of 7 T imaging can often lead to 
novel solutions which can lead to exciting research that goes beyond the initial problem to be solved� 

So is 7 T the limit for high-field MR imaging? Well in December of 2017, researchers at the Centre for Magnetic 
Resonance Research (CMRR) at the University of Minnesota conducted the first scans on a human subject at 10�5 
tesla� Meanwhile, at the Neurospin institute in Paris, the world’s first 11�7 T scanner has been installed, with the 

Fig. 02: A 1H spectrum acquired on a healthy volunteer on the Glasgow 7T. 
The voxel size was 1 cm3 and the position in shown on the accompany-
ing images. 
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first human brain scans on the system expected in 2020� For now though, more and more institutions around the 
world are beginning to see the potential of imaging research at 7 T, and the number of clinical research studies 
planned and performed at UHF continues to grow� 
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“When you can measure what you are speaking about, and express it in numbers, you know something about it; but when you cannot measure 

it, […] your knowledge is of a meagre and unsatisfactory kind”

 – Lord Kelvin, 1883

Magnetic Resonance Imaging is a unique and indispensable modality for 
in vivo characterisation of anatomy, function, microstructure and bioche-
mistry� Quantitative MRI (qMRI) offers the significant advantage of quan-
tifying various imaging biomarkers, allowing comparison with normal 
ranges, monitoring of longitudinal changes and ready identification of 
diffuse pathology� Potential biomarkers include proton density, intrinsic 
tissue relaxation times (T1, T2 and T2*), diffusion coefficients, contrast 
enhancement kinetics, blood flow & volume, spectroscopic metabolite 
concentrations, and fat/iron concentration�

The concepts behind most of these applications are well-established� 
The parameters involved have long been a mainstay of clinical research, 
where a rigorous approach to image acquisition and analysis (supported 
by high-frequency, dedicated quality assurance), ensures confidence 
in the accuracy, precision and reproducibility of results� Translating the 
fruits of this research into routine and worthwhile clinical use remains 
a challenge� Modern scanners arrive equipped with a range of tools for 
performing qMRI, but dedicated expertise is often necessary to ensure 
that the numbers produced are of value� The “garbage in, garbage out” 
aphorism applies here, as a few tweaks to an optimised pulse sequen-
ce or post-processing pathway may render a summary metric valueless� Furthermore, the complexity of the MR 
interface and significant variability between scanner models often makes it difficult to adopt a published method of 
known value�

Ideally, qMRI applications in clinical use should be robust techniques, with integrated acquisition and post-proces-
sing protocols permitting minimal interaction by the MR operator� Some metrics have proved amenable to this 
one-size-fits-all approach, e�g� liver iron concentration, an indicator of diffuse disease with well-established action 
thresholds1, which can be reliably measured from images short of the conventional standards of image quality and 

Quantitative MRI and the Role of the Medical Physicist

Fig. 2: Dr Jonathan Ashmore (Raigmore Hospital, NHS Highland), scientific organiser, introduces the IPEM qMRI conference in Belfast. © Cormac McGrath

Fig. 1:The NIST / ISMRM qMRI “System Standard” 
Phantom. © NIST / Aaron McCann
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resistance to artefacts� In contrast, current guidance2 for myocardial relaxometry recommends determination of 
normal reference ranges specific to the scanner and sequence used, placing a significant burden on local sites to 
perform scans of healthy controls and rigorous quality assurance�

International efforts are ongoing to remove barriers to the routine clinical implementation of qMRI� Groups such 
as the Quantitative Imaging Biomarkers Alliance3 (QIBA) and the European Imaging Biomarkers Alliance4 (EIBALL) 
aim to reduce the variability across devices and standardise imaging acquisition and analysis to produce “accurate 
and reproducible quantitative results from imaging methods�” The US National Institute of Standards and Techno-
logy5 (NIST) has produced a dedicated suite of phantoms for validation of standards and quantitative protocols for 
MRI� Meanwhile, technological developments such as MR Fingerprinting (MRF) and the emergence of radiomics 
may transform the nature and utility of MRI as a measurement tool� The promise of qMRI and the challenges of its 
implementation were discussed at a recent Institute of Physics and Engineering in Medicine (IPEM) meeting in Bel-
fast6: “Quantitative MRI: Clinical Applications and Quality Assurance”, featuring contributions from both NIST and 
the UK National Physical Laboratory (NPL), the latter setting out its planned activities in the field�

Medical physicists are integral to the development and implementation of qMRI applications7� Those in research in-
stitutions will have key roles in clinical study designs and development of protocols and analysis routines� Specialist 
centres integrating qMRI from the research domain will require scientific expertise to establish local reference 
ranges and perform rigorous quality control� Elsewhere, physicists will advise on the adoption of dedicated appli-
cations, and adapt acceptance testing and quality assurance protocols8 to ensure that scanners and post-processing 
pipelines have the fundamental capacity for performing accurate and reproducible qMRI�

In the main, the MRI scanner is used clinically as a qualitative instrument, with image features reported by radio-
logists in terms of relative brightness, size and distribution� However, as the evidence base for quantitative metrics 
grows, so the usage of MRI is evolving to incorporate quantitative aspects� It is expected that international efforts 
and convergence of technology will further drive this evolution�
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resonance� Blood 2005 105:855-62
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QATrack+ is a free and open source web application for managing the machine QA/QC programs of radiation 
therapy and diagnostic imaging clinics� Originally developed at The Ottawa Hospital Cancer Centre (TOHCC) in 
2012, the QATrack+ user and developer community has grown steadily over past years and QATrack+ is now 
deployed in over 35 radiation therapy and diagnostic imaging departments worldwide�

QATrack+ forms the foundation of the infrastructure QA program at TOHCC� It supports our entire equipment 
QC program and is also used to track treatment planning system QC, calibration of secondary and tertiary stan-
dards, and routine radiation safety checks such as survey meter calibration and source inventory checks� Over 200 
users (therapists, physicists, technologists and service technicians), spanning 2 hospital campuses, routinely use 
QATrack+ executing more than 1700 test lists each month� 

Shortly after the initial deployment of 
QATrack+ we recognized the potential 
advantages of linking equipment QC to 
machine service work� We ambitiously set 
a goal of integrating machine service log 
into a future version of QATrack+ and a 
project plan was drafted to define the sco-
pe and a development pathway� TOHCC 
launched the service log project in the fall 
of 2016 and began by establishing use ca-
ses, a high-level requirements document, a 
database taxonomy and a working prototy-
pe� Receipt of the Canadian Nuclear Safety 
Commission (CNSC) Innovation Grant 
in the spring of 2017 provided financial 
support for the project and allowed us to 
contract Multi Leaf Consulting (Randy Taylor) to assist with support and software development� Following 2 years 
of hard work we are pleased to announce that QATrack+ v0�3�0 is released and that it has been in clinical use at 
TOHCC since October� With version 0�3�0 the functionality of QATrack+ has been extended to include entry, 
review and approval of service events, to link service events with associated QC test data, and to include service 
events on QC trending plots� Additional features include a parts database, machine uptime reports, and a service 
log dashboard which reports the most recent service event activity� Similar to the 
configuration flexibility offered for QC test lists, QATrack+ provides numerous confi-
gurable service event fields such as service type, service area and service event status�  
At TOHCC, we have configured the service event status field so that is can be used to 
support workflow� Service events may have a status of Pending, Complete or Appro-
ved and a configurable “Requires Review” flag identifies those service events which 
require review and approval by a physicist�

QATrack+ v0.3.0 with Service Log now in Clinical Use at TOHCC

Fig. 1: QATrack+ supports Equipment QC, Reference Dosimetry and Radiation Safety programs 
at the General and Irvin Greenburg Cancer Centre (IGFCC) campuses.

Fig. 2: Service log menu.
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The service log functionality offered by QATrack+ 
v0�3�0 greatly improves machine service oversight 
and helps to ensure that TOHCC meets regulatory 

requirements for return to service testing� As part of the 
v0�3�0 implementation we migrated over 10,000 service 
records from our previous machine service database 
(Accel v7�0�4) permitting continued access to valuable 
historic service information via a modernized platform 
which provides numerous data filter options (figure 4)�

In addition to service log, QATrack+ v0�3�0 incorporates 
many other new and valuable features: 
• An API for automating QC data entry

• Online image analy-
sis (picket fence, starshot etc) via 
pylinac (https://pylinac�readthedocs�io/en/latest/)

• Support for importing/exporting test configurations via QATrack+ TestPacks

• New and improved online documentation 

• File Attachment capability at the point of test list configuration, du-
ring test list execution and during service event entry or edit

• Comment Tracking on Test lists and RTS QA 

Full details of the v0�3�0 features are available in the QATrack+ v0�3�0 release notes, http://docs�qatrackplus�com/
en/latest/release_notes�html, and a complete list of bug fixes can be found on BitBucket, https://bitbucket�org/toh-
ccmedphys/qatrackplus/issues?page=4&milestone=0�3�0�

The authors would like to acknowledge and thank our physics and service technologist colleagues who provided 
valuable feedback during the validation and implementation phases of the project� We also gratefully acknowledge 
the financial support provided by the CNSC Innovation fund�

Fig. 3: Service Event documenting XVI (kV) panel replacement and return to 
service tests. Note the associated failed XVI 2D and 3D Image Quality 
test list in the “Initiated by” field and the file attachment of the bad 
clinical image.

Fig. 4: This screen capture demonstrates the benefit of data filters. In this 
example service events have been filtered to show all events related to 
the optical distance indicator (ODI) year to date.

Fig. 5: Example of service events superimposed on data trending plots of daily 
and monthly outputs.
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If you would like to learn more about the TOHCC implementation of v0�3�0 and the service log functionality, 
please don’t hesitate to contact one of the authors� If you are not familiar with QATrack+ we encourage you to 
consider joining our community, http://qatrackplus�com, https://www�multileaf�ca�

This article has been reproduced, with permission, from COMP InterACTIONS 65(1) January 2019 (the newslet-
ter of the Canadian Organization of Medical Physicists)�

Fig. 6: QATrack+ is deployed in over 35 radiation therapy and diagnostic imaging departments worldwide (map image courtesy of ©Mapbox, © OpenStreet-
Map).
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News from the EFOMP Education and Training Committee

This article describes the concepts of artificial intelligence (AI), machine learning (ML) and the data upon which 
these models act� A SWOT (strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, threats) analysis for the medical physicist is 
provided that explores the relevance and importance of the profession in light of ML applications over the coming 
years�

Artificial Intelligence

AI is a broad term which involves machines that are capable of performing tasks that are typically characteristic of 
human intelligence (Chartrand et al�, 2017)� AI may be categorised as either general or narrow� The former would 
have all or most of the characteristics of human intelligence� The latter would demonstrate an ability to perform 
one specific aspect of human intelligence particularly well (Hosny et al�, 2018)�

Machine Learning

AI is an ambitious definition, and a more achievable concept is ML� ML was coined by Arthur Samuel (1959) and is 
a subset of AI� It is defined as the ability of a machine to learn without being explicitly programmed� A framework 
for learning is developed and the machine is then allowed to identify and tune weights and coefficients to match 
inputs and outputs through a process referred to as training (Erickson et al�, 2017)� ML training may be categorised 
as either supervised or unsupervised� Supervised learning involves knowledge of the correct result by the machine 
such that the machine is able to map the input data to the output data� In unsupervised learning, no knowledge of 
the correct output is provided or in some cases known (Tang et al�, 2018)�

There are many ML techniques, with advantages and disadvantages depending on the data available� Dey, (2016) 
provides an overview of ML algorithms�

Artificial Neural Networks

These are modelled on the neural networks in the brain (Negnevitsky, 2005)� The basic building block of an 
artificial neural network (ANN) is the neuron� The neuron takes many input signals and performs a computation to 
produce a single output signal� The computation, as proposed by McCulloch & Pitts (1990), is the weighted sum 
of the input signals which is then compared with a threshold� The threshold is known as an activation function and 
may take the form of a step, sign, linear or sigmoidal function�

The Perceptron, as proposed by Rosenblatt (1957) is an implementation of the McCulloch and Pitts neuron mo-
del with a sign activation function� The model is capable of classifying sets of data which are linearly separable� Real 
data, especially medical data with a large number of independent variables, is rarely linearly separable� For such 
data sets, a more complex implementation involving many interconnected neurons is required� These are known 
as multi-layer neural networks (MNN)�

MNNs are composed of at least 3 layers of neurons (input, hidden, output)� The input layer would contain as 
many neurons as there are input signals� These are simple neurons that multiply the input signal with an associated 
weight� Each output emanating from the input layer is connected to every single neuron in the hidden layer (this is 
termed a “fully connected” layer)�

Each neuron in the hidden layer would thus have a number of input signals as there are input neurons and would 
process the signals in similar fashion as the Perceptron� Once again, each output from each neuron in the hidden 
layer is then connected to every single neuron in the output layer�

The number of neurons in the output layer would correspond to the number of distinct desired classes� Each 

Machine learning applications in radiological imaging and 
a SWOT analysis for the Medical Physicist 
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neuron in the output layer would receive a number of input signals equal to the number of neurons in the hidden 
layer� 

Having one hidden layer allows for the modelling of any continuous function� Having two hidden layers allows for 
the modelling of discontinuous functions�

A disadvantage of ANNs is that the resulting network is based upon a map of weights which have no relevance to 
the real world� This makes understanding the reasoning behind the network difficult�

Genetic Algorithms

This technique is based on the concept of evolutionary improvement, proposed by Holland (1975)� Genetic Algo-
rithms (GA) are a class of stochastic search algorithms that try to find some maximal or minimal value in a defined 
search space� 

A pool of random candidate solutions are generated to create an initial population of chromosomes� Each chro-
mosome is an encoded bit representation which may or may not be an optimal solution to the problem�

The problem is defined formally as a fitness function� The fitness of each individual chromosome is calculated and a 
fitness ratio is determined� 

This process completes the first generation� It is then necessary to iterate through many generations, trying diffe-
rent variations of the initial population� The variations in the population are either created by random mutation of 
the chromosome, or by splicing parts of chromosomes together (known as cross-over)� Chromosomes that have 
a higher fitness ratio have a greater probability of being selected to move on to the next generation� 

The algorithm is typically stopped when subsequent generations fail to present improvement on previous genera-
tions, although other termination criteria might be suitable� 

GAs are typically suited for resource or maintenance schedule optimisation (Negnevitsky, 2005)�

Data

ML develops a model based on the data provided� The quality and size of the dataset will have a significant effect 
on the resulting model (Gudivada, Apon, & Ding, 2017)� The current belief is that larger datasets produce better 
models� This has led to the use of  “big data” as described below� The quality of data is also important as there are 
many issues such as redundant data, inconsistencies, missing values, and extreme or outlier values (Bosu & Mac-
Donell, 2013)� 

The dataset is typically split into two subsets: training and testing� From Hastie, Tibshirani, & Friedman (2009), 
the training set is used to fit the models while the test set is used for assessment of the generalization error of the 
final chosen model� Ideally the test set should be independent of the training set and only shown to the model to 
assess the error� Mixing the training and test sets may underestimate the true test error�
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Big Data

“Big data is a term utilized to refer to the increase in the volume of data that are difficult to store, process and ana-
lyse through traditional database technologies” (Hashem et al�, 2015)� The authors further propose the following 
definition, “Big data is a set of techniques and technologies that require new forms of integration to uncover large 
hidden values from large datasets that are diverse, complex, and of a massive scale�”

Big data may be characterised by 4 V’s:

Volume  Amount of data generated

Variety  Type of data collected such as text or audio, either in structured or unstructured form

Velocity  Speed of data transfer to capture the data

Value     Process of discovering value from large datasets

Deep Learning

“Deep learning allows computational models that are composed of multiple processing layers to learn represen-
tations of data with multiple levels of abstraction�” (Lecun, Bengio, & Hinton, 2015)� Deep learning (DL) archi-
tectures include deep neural networks, deep belief networks and convolutional neural networks� The particular 
characteristic of these deep networks is the inclusion of many hidden layers that are able to learn features directly 
from the data� 

For neural networks, the learning takes place by first going through the training set and evaluating an error rate� 
The error is then multiplied by a learning rate� The product is then applied back into the weights of the network to 
reduce the error rate� This process is known as back-propagation� Back-propagation is then repeated, and a new 
error rate is calculated� Back-propagation is monotonic as the calculation is a determination of an error gradient� 
When the error-rate is sufficiently small, the network is considered to have converged (Negnevitsky, 2005)�

Vulnerability

ML techniques are vulnerable to what is known as “overfitting”� This refers to a situation where the ML model 
learns patterns which are highly specific to the training set provided� This makes the model very good in predicting 
the results from the known data, but fail to generalise desirably over new data (Yamashita, Nishio, Do, & Togashi, 
2018)�

It is noticed recently by researchers that a vulnerability known as “adversarial images” exists for deep neural net-
works� In this vulnerability it is possible to carefully choose images that appear normal to humans but change the 
output of the network (Yamashita et al�, 2018)� They are at a current stage only explored for deliberate manipula-
tion of network output and might have limited impact in the medical domain (Dalvi et al�, 2004; Yamashita et al�, 
2018), however the existence of such a weakness should be investigated further�

Impact in Radiology

ML techniques are being applied to computer-aided diagnosis, with tissue characterization being one of the most 
crucial areas (Anthimopoulos, Christodoulidis, Ebner, Christe, & Mougiakakou, 2016)� A few examples include the 
use of convolutional neural networks to classify lung patterns for interstitial lung disease and for lung nodule classifi-
cation (Shen et al�, 2015), deep neural networks to detect mitosis in breast cancer histology samples (Cires, Giusti, 
& Gambardella, n�d�)�
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Apart from applications of ML to improve diagnostic efficacy, there are other impacts ML will have on ancillary 
areas in radiology� One report (Thrall et al�, 2018) mentions four in particular:
1� Optimisation of work lists to prioritize cases� This is important espe-

cially when life-threatening conditions are present� 

2� Pre-analysis of cases in high volume applications where observer fatigue may be a fac-
tor� Diagnostic images could be reviewed in a pipeline of ML techniques, each one trai-
ned to detect a single condition with high sensitivity� The results of each ML can be com-
bined into a final report and presented to the radiologist for particular attention�

3� Extracting information from images that is not apparent to the naked eye� Feature extraction is a 
new concept that is possible due to big data and DL� Hundreds of features may be defined or detec-
ted that are not discernible to human observers, expressing a kind of mathematical phenotype�

4� Improving the quality of reconstructed images�

Medical Physics SWOT in light of medical applications of ML

Strengths

Mathematical foundation

The guidelines on the MPE project notes that “medical physicists need to have good foundations in physics and 
mathematics�” Almost all courses in the mathematical sciences will include units that cover statistical analysis, pro-
bability and sampling� These are basic concepts that form the foundation for understanding in detail and with rigor 
how ML models are built (Kortesniemi et al�, 2018)� This requires that a focused course, similar to those offered 
by the European School on the Medical Physics Expert (ESMPE) or European Training and Education for Medical 
Physics Experts in Radiology (EUTEMPE) might be sufficient to extend the medical physicist’s knowledge in the 
area of ML�

Background in ML

The pathways for clinically registered medical physicists and MPEs also include those who have a computer sci-
ence background and/or a formal introduction to ML techniques� Some medical physics courses also include study 
units on statistical learning and data mining (University of Patras, 2019)� Thus the profession is already indirectly 
allowing access to individuals who are prepared to take on the new roles that might be added to the current list of 
the medical physicist and MPE�

Weaknesses

Formal education in Computing Science and ML is not required or standardised

Generally, unless a student has followed an undergraduate degree in Computing Science (CS), the undergraduate 
and MSc programmes cover programming as a means to implement physics or engineering concepts, without 
dealing too much with concepts relating specifically to programming and good programming practice� 

Addressing the opportunities and threats appropriately entails the inclusion of a formal introduction to programm-
ing within medical physics courses� Lacking such an introduction would risk leaving the medical physicist as only a 
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qualitative analyst of ML models who is more of an end-user of pre-built ML packages� This is in contrast to the 
desired objective of having a fundamental understanding and appreciation while also having the skills to develop 
ML models from scratch� This objective is important if we want medical physicists to be competent in developing 
their own models that are able to validate ML techniques, or be implemented in optimisation studies as well as to 
assist with internal medical physics tasks�

Ubiquity of ML applications, or, should we be looking into 
acceptance testing all uses of ML within hospital?

The current industry approach to ML is to apply it wherever possible� While some ML applications may be mar-
keted as “smart”, other ML applications might not be mentioned at all and hidden away from the user� This will 
be overwhelming for the medical physicist to discover keep track of� Additionally, this will cause difficulty for the 
medical physicist to predict the outcome of an underlying model that is continuously adjusting its output and will 
impact the ability to perform certain QA tests�  

For example, currently most interventional systems employ a beam strategy logic known as automatic dose rate 
control (ADRC)� While the might be proprietary, an experimental setup as described by Lin (2007) can demon-
strate the curve empirically� Future operational logic might include the use of ML models that could take into 
account a wider combination of independent variables such as time and temperature� Thus the obtained empirical 
curves will be time and temperature dependent�

Existing medical physicists with extensive competence in ML

Currently there is a lack of medical physicists who are knowledgeable in the field of ML to such a degree as to be 
able to organise and lead MP expert courses to educate and train the current and the next generation of medical 
physicists� The profession would require assistance from data scientists to understand the initial concepts of ML� 
These would be application agnostic and it would then be up to the medical physicists to hone their understan-
ding of ML as applied to medical physics� It would only then be possible to have medical physicists teach medical 
physicists�

Opportunities

Expansion of role

Medical physics will have the opportunity to once again demonstrate itself as relevant and crucial in the multidi-
sciplinary approach to health care and evidence based medicine (AAPM, 2019)� The profession should expand 
medical physics knowledge to cover machine learning concepts� “As much as there will be artificial intelligence, 
there will be artificial stupidity, so there is imperative to have scientists in order to apply these techniques intentio-
nally and smartly”, (Samei, 2018)�

Investigate ML weaknesses

Medical physics can design projects to understand specific weaknesses in ML techniques, such as with adversarial 
images, as applied to radiology� The radiologist might not be aware of such weaknesses or may underappreciate 
their impact� Commercial companies might also be inclined to underplay the extent and significance of these we-
aknesses� As with our role as an independent party to assess the suitability of a physical system, the same should 
hold true for software counterparts (Wang & Ph, 2017)�
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Added responsibility

Expanding the role of medical physics will also entail added responsibility� Medical physicists should work towards 
being accountable for the QA of ML systems and for their acceptance/commissioning prior to clinical use� Given 
the scale of ML techniques being implemented, the number of medical physicists needed will need to increase 
proportionately� The AAPM has seen growth in the number of registered members (Tang, Wang and Rong, 2018)� 
Added responsibility is an opportunity for further growth to have a more diverse complement of medical physicists 
within hospital departments�

Additional sessions for continued professional development and transferable skills 

The foundations required for ML are well within the professional area of medical physics (Kortesniemi et al�, 2018) 
and it would thus be an easy opportunity for the medical physics community to work collectively and develop 
the necessary ML skills� This is already suggested by EFOMP to be carried out as part of the European School of 
Medical Physics Expert (ESMPE)� The opportunity here is the possibility for the medical physicist to become com-
petent in ML techniques; techniques which have a wide application within many areas, even outside health� This 
continues to solidify the medical physicist as a professional holding many transferable skills ensuring the continued 
employability within many industries�

Better involvement with radiologists

Radiologists are well informed of the concepts behind ML and are more open to accepting and using these tools 
in everyday work (Tang et al�, 2018)� Working closely with manufacturers, radiologists will have access to ML tools 
and will have the opportunity to tweak and adjust these tools to examine their outcome� 

If the medical physics profession is able to gain a deeper understanding of data science and ML profession in a 
better position to be able to advise the radiologist on how these systems work and how they arrive at the results� 
This could foster a new channel of communication where radiologists and medical physicists can work together to 
better optimise these systems� 

Improved workflow and time saving

As with the automation of repetitive tasks, knowledge of ML techniques may be applied by medical physicists for 
quality assurance and patient specific dosimetry, thereby reducing the effort required to carry out these time con-
suming tasks (Kortesniemi et al�, 2018)� Through the automation of these tasks, the medical physics service would 
afford to invest more time to be involved in other domains where there is currently little presence, such ophthal-
mology, surgery, and urology (Samei, 2018)�

Wider research scope and appealing to a wider audience

The medical physicist would have the opportunity to conduct research in a wider field, and to have additional tools 
to assert a given hypothesis� There will also be the need for independent assessment of commercial ML techni-
ques, and the medical physicist would be positioned centrally to carry out this task� Another research opportunity 
would be to work closely with institutions developing ML techniques to establish source of truth to validate results 
(Yamashita et al�, 2018)� 

It is understood that many medical physicists have backgrounds in engineering, physical sciences, computer science 
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and mathematics� Even though we share a common role, personal research interests are different� Positioning the 
profession as one that is intimately involved with ML concepts would make the profession more appealing to a 
wider audience who might otherwise not be interested in a medical physics career� 

Threats

Medical physicist or data scientist?

The problem of identifying a good quality image and the problem of performing a diagnosis are both shifting 
towards being a computer vision problem� As medical physicists we are already burdened by a wide scope of 
responsibilities, and cannot also assume the role of data and computer scientists� Can we be competent in mul-
tiple areas? Would this lead to fragmentation of the profession? Would it be possible to have future medical physi-
cists specialised in data analysis and ML; and if so, what would we expect them to relinquish some of the present 
responsibilities of the medical physicist?

As decisions are now more data driven, will we be replaced by data scientists, particularly for optimisation work? 
Would a possibility exist to employ data scientists within the medical physics department (Kortesniemi et al�, 
2018)?

Proprietary data and models

Medical physics, as with other professions, could be left on the outside as ML models are developed in-house and 
are sold as closed-source (black-box) tools� This makes it difficult for the medical physicist to understand how the 
models work� There is also the added difficulty that the training data used is proprietary, therefor even if a custom 
ML model is built, it cannot be trained on the same set of data to conduct a comparative study� 

One particularly concerning example is demographics� What guarantees are in place to ensure that the proprietary 
model will be capable of generalising populations other than those used in the proprietary training set? And what 
guarantees are in place to ensure that a diverse training set was used? In other words, if the proprietary dataset 
does not include a sufficient number of patients of a certain demographic, we cannot be confident that the model 
will generalise well to that population� This has already been encountered in facial recognition, “Researchers say 
the problematic facial-recognition systems likely were given too few black faces and can only identify them under 
ideal lighting conditions�” (Finley, 2017)�

Unless the datasets are publicly available and the ML models can be trained, it will hard to ensure that the model 
will be able to generalise well to specific demographics�

Loss of relevance

As ML tools become more readily available, prototyping will become easier and will allow radiologists to play with 
ML models to adjust parameters on the fly� Consider the following online demo of convolutional neural networks 
(Harley, 2013): http://scs�ryerson�ca/~aharley/vis/conv/flat�html

Companies might liaise directly with radiologists to develop models through the availability of simple-to-use tools� 
This might leave the medical physicist outside of these conversations and decisions

http://scs.ryerson.ca/~aharley/vis/conv/flat.html
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Strategy to prepare ourselves
1� Academic curricula should include credits in data mining, statistical learning and ML to ensu-

re the next generation of medical physicists are competent in these fields immediately�

2� Expert courses via EUTEMPE or ESMPE should be envisaged to provide exis-
ting medical physicists with the possibility to enter this new field�

3� Communication with other healthcare professionals should highlight our competency in this field so that 
in light of the opportunities and threats, we are sought after by these professions to provide our ex-
pertise to assist in the development and adoption of ML systems within the healthcare environment�

Conclusion

There are few weaknesses keeping the medical physics from moving into this new area� There are however many 
opportunities that the profession may consider� The caveat with each opportunity is the requirement of additional 
work hours that might not be available to most physicists at their institution� This could be seen as yet another 
opportunity for the recruitment of additional medical physicists�

From the opportunities mentioned, there is definitely scope for the medical physicist to be involved in this new 
field of computing� It would make the profession capable of offering technical support to the radiologists and to 
ultimately improve patient healthcare through the possibility of conducting much more precise and objective opti-
misation studies, that ensure ALARA and evidence-based medicine�

Contact

The author is preparing an online questionnaire to determine any additional or opposing views� Kindly contact the 
author on eric@pace�mt so that a link can be sent to the questionnaire when it is placed online�
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When we refer to a Medical Physics professional, our mind is usually led to a hospital environment and often 
relates to (ionizing) radiation� Medical Physics is mainly responsible for general public and occupational radiation 
protection, compliance with the national radioactivity limits, radiation treatment, imaging devices quality control 
tests and licensing of radiation imaging departments�  

But as we all know, the ionizing part of the Electromagnetic Fields (EMF) Spectrum covers the right-hand side or 
high frequency part beyond the visible light� There is a significant left-hand side, covering the non-ionizing radia-
tion with lots of applications� Non-ionising radiation is widely used in our everyday life contributing to the human 
radiation exposure� Power lines, Telecommunications, Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI), Visible light, Sunbath, 
Solarium are among the basic natural or artificial EMF sources�  

The role of the medical physicist is critical as the health impacts of some non-ionising radiation are well established 
and a noticeable part of research is being continued� The professional is occupied in assessing the general public 
and occupational electromagnetic exposure, ensuring the compliance with national exposure limits, elaborating the 
“Radiation Studies” required in licensing procedure of EMF sources (such as mobile antennas base stations), asses-
sing the risk (risk management), providing safe design guidelines� An alternative area of occupation in the non-ioni-
sing spectrum could be the MRI departments� She/he may work in the private sector (such as telecommunication 
companies), in the public sector (ministries) and for national authorities (GAEC, NTCP)� 

As far as my job in Telecom Sector is concerned, I can assure new colleagues that there are great opportunities for 
a varied and satisfying professional career�  In Greece there are three companies (OTE, Wind, Vodafone) emp-
loying more than 20 medical or radiation physicists� There is a considerable EMF concern in our society� Mobile 
antennas and phones - mobiles or digital enhanced cordless comms (DECT) - induced radiation has been involved 
in an international debate some decades ago� Controversial scientific (and unfortunately non-scientific) information 
strengthens public worries and doubts� Our role is to monitor EMF radiation from antennas base stations, provide 
consultancy for a safe mobile network design in urban or rural environment and contribute to the licensing of the 
mobile antennas elaborating and submitting all radiation studies required by the law to the national authority� In the 
frame of EMF monitoring and compliance with the national limits, you may be asked to use spectrum analyzers 
in the vicinity of installed base stations or in an indoor environment such as homes or offices, as well as personal 
monitoring systems that can assess the occupational exposure in the field (for 
example field workers / masts climbers)� Moreover, there are private laborato-
ries assessing SAR (Specific Absorption Rate) where the scientist can estimate 
the energy deposited inside the human body� SAR measurements are necessa-
ry in order for a terminal (mobile phone, tablet) to be released in the market� 
Furthermore, we have an essential duty: To inform society, local communities 
and authorities on the EMF-related health effects related to such technologies 
and to provide guidelines for safe practice� This is an important communicati-
ons role�� 

Non Clinical / Industrial Medical Physics Careers
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As a consequence, you may need to considerable communication skills when talking to the public who may have 
considerable concerns about potential health risks from new technologies� I have been asked many times to give 
presentations and talks to Municipalities councils and to appear in court as an expert witness� 

In front of us, there is a big challenge� 5G! The 5th generation of mobile communications will be part of the co-
ming Artificial Intelligence era and real-time activities (remote surgery, self-driving cars, robotics, virtual reality)� A 
dense mobile network is needed� Our responsibility is to help this new era remain safe for society� 
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The ENEN+ Project: a granting scheme in Medical Physics 
for improved career opportunities via mobility actions

Nuclear science, engineering, technology and their applications have been recognised as vitally important achieve-
ments of the modern era� They have provided a variety of significant contributions in and beyond nuclear pow-
er, including: medical applications in diagnostic and interventional radiology; nuclear medicine and radiotherapy; 
sterilisation of products; diagnostics, testing and analysis in industry, agriculture, forensics, biology and genetics, not 
to mention applications in archaeology, geology and elsewhere�

Nevertheless, there can be a lack of interest in pursuing careers in these areas, perhaps related to gaps in informa-
tion about career paths in nuclear science and engineering available to both secondary school pupils and to univer-
sity students�

The ENEN+ Project was initiated by the European Nuclear Education Network (ENEN) Association (presently 
ENEN ASBL, (http://plus�enen�eu/)� It aims to revive the interest of young generations in career development in 
the nuclear sector� The project focuses on four main nuclear disciplines: nuclear reactor engineering and safety; 
waste management and geological disposal; radiation protection and medical applications�

In order to achieve its objectives, the ENEN+ project supports financially, through mobility grants, students and 
professionals wishing to carry out education or training activities in nuclear fields, including medical physics� These 
mobility actions must be transnational and need to be completed before the end of the project (31st Septem-
ber 2020)� The grants are provided by the ENEN Association through this project, co-funded by the European 
Commission (H2020)� They are intended to cover mobility costs and access fees of the applicant necessary for the 
mobility action� 

The applicants for mobility actions in medical physics could be:
• BSc students interested in following master’s level education in the field of Medical Physics;

• MSc students in Medical Physics interested in extracurricular experience or academic exchange; 

• PhD students and postdoctoral scientists in Medical Physics interested in academic and research ex-
change, access to research infrastructures and cooperation with EURATOM research projects; and 

• Professionals, interested in changing their careers to Medical Physics, or buil-
ding up their life-long learning on medical applications�

These applications are evaluated from Mobility Committees and EFOMP is a member of the Committee in the 
Medical Applications discipline� A manual for the mobility grants has been prepared with EFOMP‘s participation 
and is available at the ENEN+ website: https://plus�enen�eu/grants/ 

The call is now open for applications until September 30th 2020, or while funds are available�

Until today a total sum of € 72,793 has been granted to Medical Physicists in order to attend courses, confe-
rences, research exchanges or training to other health centres� Examples are: ESMPE courses, EUTEMPE Net-
work modules, ECMP 2018 and ESMPE pre-courses in Copenhagen� These applications correspond to 61% of 
the Medical physics grants, while the remainder were provided for attendance at other conferences or seminars, 
or for internships between Medical Physics centres�

There are about two remaining years for distribution of further grants� 

http://plus.enen.eu/
https://plus.enen.eu/grants/
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The vision of the ENEN+ project is to provide mobility support exceeding €1,000,000 
for the four disciplines and to support more than 500 mobility actions in total.

Young Medical Physicists and colleagues in training are strongly encouraged to apply for the ENEN+ mobility 
grants for improving their qualification in the field, as required by the EFOMP Education and Training policies and 
recommendations�
Do not hesitate; apply NOW for the ENEN+ mobility grants. The next deadline is 31st 

March!

Virginia Tsapaki 
EFOMP team leader for ENEN+ project� Twenty five years of experience in Diagnostic, Interventional Radiology and Nuclear Medicine� 
Participated in multiple European projects� More than 180 presentations and posters in national and international conferences� IOMP Secretary 
General (SG)� Field of expertize: Patient and staff dosimetry, optimization, diagnostic reference levels, dose tracking software�

Iro Triantopoulou 
EFOMP representative in ENEN+ project� Medical physicist working in Konstantopoulio General Hospital of Athens� Participated in 
radiobiology research to the National Center for Scientific Research “Demokritos”� Fields of expertize: radiobiology, paediatric radiotherapy, 
quality assurance of non-ionizing radiation applications, radiation protection, diagnostic radiology�

Dimov Asen 
EFOMP representative in ENEN+ project� Twenty one years of experience in Diagnostic, Interventional Radiology and Radiotherapy� 
Participation in number of National and International projects focussed on institution building or research� More than 110 presentations in 
conferences and educational courses� Fields of expertize: radiotherapy, radiation protection, quality assurance and optimisation, national 
diagnostic reference levels�
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ESMPE European School for Medical Physics Experts State of the art and new 
trends of angiographic equipment: Image quality, Patient and Staff dosimetry

ESMPE European School for Medical Physics Experts 
State of the art and new trends of angiographic 

equipment: Image quality, Patient and Staff dosimetry 
Jointly organised by ESMPE and COCIR 
4th-6th July 2019, Prague, Czech Republic 

The EFOMP and COCIR (The European Coordination Committee of the Radiological, 
Electromedical and Healthcare IT Industry) in collaboration with the Czech Association of Medical 
Physicists and the Department of Dosimetry and Application of Ionizing Radiation of Faculty of 
Nuclear Sciences and Physical Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague would like to 
invite you to the next ESMPE on Interventional Radiology 2019.  

The school will be aimed at advanced tasks connected with Angiographic Equipment. The 
school will cover the main physics aspects of the angiographic equipment technology, patient and 
staff dosimetry, and optimization. 

This edition is jointly organized by EFOMP and COCIR. Lecturers identified by COCIR will 
give insides on the new trends for angiographic equipment. 

This two-and-half day event will be accredited by EBAMP (European Board of Accreditation 
for Medical Physics) and is intended for practicing clinical Medical Physicists who are involved in 
the Interventional field. As in last year’s school, there will be an optional examination at the end for 
those seeking a higher level of certification beyond attendance. 

 

Content 
        State of the art and new trends of angiographic equipment – Up-to-date components 

 and new developments (hardware and software) 
 Patient dosimetry – Equipment Dosimetry and Patient Specific Dosimetry – Managing 
 patient dose with skin dose maps and dose tracking systems – Trigger values and 
 Interventional DRL with complexity 
 Staff dosimetry – Staff dosimetry protocols with a focus on eye lens dosimetry 
 Image quality evaluation – Setting CT protocols per specific clinical indications 

Final exam 
        The final exam is voluntary. Participants can gain additional credits when successfully pass 

         the test.   

Organizers 
Jaroslav Ptáček, Tereza Kráčmerova (Czech Republic) 

Annalisa Trianni (Scientific Chair), Alberto Torresin (Chair of the School) 
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Jaroslav Ptáček, Tereza Kráčmerova (Czech Republic) 
Manuel Bardiès (Scientific Chair), Marco Brambilla (Chair of the School) 
  
 

Thursday 4th July 2019 

Session Title Description Lecturer 

8:00-9:00 Registration 

9:00-9:30 

Setting the  
Scene 

Interventional 
Radiology Procedures The interventionalists will explain the most 

common interventional procedures in the 
interventional as well as in the cardiologic field, 
focusing on “what they need to see”.   

Werner 
Jaschke 

9:30-10:00 
Interventional 

Cardiology 
Procedures 

Flavio  
Ribichini 

10:00-10.30 Coffee break 

10:30-11:30 

State of the 
Art of 

Angiographic 
Imaging 

Angiographic 
Equipment  

An overview 

The lecture will go through the state-of-the-art 
of the components, hardware and software, of 
equipment used in interventional rooms.  
Attention will be paid to the complexity of the 
automatic exposure control 

Nicholas 
Marshall 

11:30-12:30 CBCT 
Principles of image acquisition and 
reconstruction of CBCT. Image Quality and 
Dosimetric performances. Quality Controls. 

Nicoletta 
Paruccini 

12:30-14:00 Lunch break 

14:00-14:30 
Technology -

General 
Electric 

New  trends in 
angiographic systems 

technology 

Manufacturers will introduce the new 
developments in the field of angiographic 
systems to reduce and manage dose and to 
improve image quality 

Lionel 
Desponds  

14.30-15.00 Technology -
Canon Andreas Patz 

15.00-15.30 
 

Technology -
Philips Jan C. Jans  

15.30-16.00 
 

Technology -
Siemens 

Markus 
Lendl   

Time-table 
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Thursday 4th July 2019 

Session Title Description Lecturer 

16:00-16:30  Coffee break 

16:30-17:30 Quality 
Assurance 

Radiation safety as 
part of the QA 

program: considering 
the new  European 

Directive  

The lecture will explain how: 
     to introduce the radiation safety aspects in 
the QA program for patients and staff in 
interventional radiology. 
     to formulate the integration of the QC for 
the imaging system and the optimization of the 
protocols in the program. 
     to identify the criteria for investigation of 
potential high dose values for patients and 
high occupational dose values for staff. 

Roberto 
Sanchez 

17.30-18.00 Quality 
Control 

QC protocol 
General guideline 

How to establish and implement a QC 
protocol for interventional procedures 

Nicoletta 
Paruccini 

20:00-23:00  Social dinner - participants + lecturers  

Friday 5th July 2019 

Session Title Description Lecturer 

09:00-10:00 Quality Control QC Protocol 
Image Quality 

Image Quality evaluations: From physics 
principles to qualitative image quality criteria 
Test objects (aim, components, use, 
limitations), tools to evaluate test object 
images, data processing using different tools 
and interpretation of results, design a task 
specific test object 

Nicholas 
Marshall 

10:00-10:30 Coffee break 

10:30-11.00 Quality Control 
QC Protocol 
Equipment 
Dosimetry 

Dosimetry tests of the equipment based on 
international regulations 

Nicoletta 
Paruccini 

11:00-11:30 

Patient Dose 

Patient Dosimetry 

This lecture will provide a review about 
calculation of patient dose for interventional 
procedures (skin dose calculation based on 
mathematical models using DICOM object 
information) and introduce real time patient 
dose monitoring strategies. 

Annalisa 
Trianni 

Unintended 
exposures in 
interventional 

radiology 
ESR activities 

This lecture will introduce unintended and 
accidental exposures in interventional 
radiology and the guidelines to manage 
incidents involving patients 

Werner 
Jaschke 11:30-12.00 

Trigger levels and 
Follow up 

This lecture will explain how and when 
establishing trigger levels and introduce the 
follow up strategies 

Roberto 
Sanchez 12:00-12:30 
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Friday 5th July 2019 

Session Title Description Lecturer 

12:30-14:00 Lunch time 

14:00-14:30 Patient Dose Reference Levels   

An overview of Reference Levels for 
interventional radiology: What do they mean, 
why do we need and how to establish, 
including the indication for complexity factors 

Roberto 
Sanchez 

14:30-14:50 Optimization 
General Electric 

Protocol 
optimization for 
angiographic 
equipment 

How manufacturers optimize protocols for 
angiography equipment 

Lionel 
Desponds  

14:50-15:10 Optimization 
Canon Andreas Patz 

15:10-15:30 Optimization 
Philips Jan C. Jans  

15:30-15:50 Optimization 
Siemens 

 
Markus 

Lendl   
15:50-16:00 Discussion 

16:00-16:30 Coffee break 
 

16:30-18:00 Optimization Round Table 

Few basic protocols vs as specific as 
possible protocols, the way of assigning 
protocols, the role of the Medical Physicist in 
Protocol Optimization, the interaction 
between MPs, Radiologists, Radiographers 
and Manufacturers' specialist in the protocol 
settings. 

EFOMP 
(Annalisa 
Trianni – 

Roberto M. 
Sanchez– A. 

Torresin) 
ESR 

(Werner 
Jaschke)   
 COCIR 
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Saturday 6th July 2019 

Session Title Description Lecturer 

09:00-09:30 

Patient Dose 

Available 
Standards for 
Dose Tracking   

 Which standard objects for collection and 
storage of patient dose related data are 
available: un up-to-date review 

Annalisa 
Trianni 

9.30-10.30 

Dose tracking 
systems for 

interventional 
procedures   

This lecture will provide an overview of dose 
tracking systems developed by different 
vendors and their use in interventional 
radiology to manage protection of patients, 
optimization and dose estimation 

Jenia 
Vassileva 

(IAEA) 

10:30-11:00 Coffee break 

11:00-11:30 

Staff Dosimetry 

Radiation 
protection of the 

staff 

This lecture will provide an overview of 
protocols, doses and classification adopted 
for the radiation protection of the staff and 
the management of pregnant staff in 
interventional rooms 

Marco 
Brambilla 

11:30-12:00 The role of active 
dosimeters 

An overview of active personal dosimeters 
supplying real-time data on radiation dose 
rates and equivalent doses and their 
potential reducing operator exposure in 
interventional procedures 

Filip 
Vanhavere 

12.00-12.30 Status of Eye lens 
dosimetry 

This lecture will review current approaches 
and opportunities in eye dosimetry with a 
particular reference to the new limit set by 
the Euratom 59/13 

Filip 
Vanhavere 

13:30-14:30 Final examination 
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Marco Brambilla Head Department of Medical Physics – University Hospital – Novara – Italy 

Lionel Desponds   COCIR – Principal Engineer for Interventional X-ray Image Quality – GE 
Healthcare 

Jan C. Jans   COCIR – IQ & Physics – Philips Healthcare 

Werner Jaschke ESR – Head Department of Radiology – University Hospital – Innsbruck – 
Austria 

Markus Lendl COCIR – Image Quality Angiography Systems – Siemens Healthineers 

Nicholas Marshall UZ Leuven – Leuven – Belgium  

Andreas Patz  COCIR –  International Clinical Development Manager (CardioVascular) -  
Canon Medical Systems Europe 

Nicoletta Parruccini Department of Medical Physcis – San Gerardo Hospital – Monza – Italy 

Flavio Ribichini Head Department of Cardiovascular Disease – University Hospital – Verona – 
Italy 

Roberto Sanchez Department of Medical Physcis – San Carlo Hospital – Madrid – Spain 

Alberto Torresin Head Department of Medical Physics – Hospital Niguarda – Milan – Italy 

Annalisa Trianni Department of Medical Physcis – Udine University Hospital – Udine – Italy 

Jenia Vassileva Department of Nuclear Safety and Security – IAEA – Vienna – Austria  

Filip Vanhavere Deputy Director of Enviroment, Health and Safety Insitute – SCK-CEN – 
Antwerp – Belgium 

Faculty 
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* payment must be done in 14 days following the pre-registration, otherwise pre-registration will be 
cancelled and neither free place nor subsidized or ordinary fee can be granted for repeated registration 
 
Follow ESMPE editions on  
EFOMP website        
EFOMP Twitter  
EFOMP LinkedIn  
EFOMP Facebook 
EFOMP Instagram 
 

Further Information 
 Course language English 

Level MPE  

Registration fee*  
(2 main meals, 5 coffee breaks, 1 social 
dinner) 

300 €  
350 € (from 31.05.2019) 

Reduced registration fee* 
 subsidized by EFOMP  
 first-come, first-served policy 
 deadline for application (15.06.2019) 

150 € - for the first 10 attendees (max. 2 from one country) 
coming from the following European countries: Albania, 
Belarus, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus, 
Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Kosovo, Latvia, Lithuania, FYR of 
Macedonia, Moldova, Montenegro, Poland, Romania, Russia, 
Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Turkey, Ukraine. 

Maximum number of participants 80 

Duration 4th July 2019 – 6th July 2019 

Study load 17 hours of lectures and demonstrations 

Venue 

Department of Dosimetry and Application of Ionizing 
Radiation, Faculty of Nuclear Sciences and Physical 
Engineering, Czech Technical University in Prague, 
Břehová 7, 115 19 Prague 1, CZECH REPUBLIC 

GPS coordinates 50°5'27.737"N, 14°24'58.713"E 

Accommodation Individual  

Information, programme at: www.efomp.org 

Registration Electronic registration via EFOMP website  

Registration period 2nd January 2019 – 15th June 2019  
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ESMPE European School for Medical Physics 
Experts

Treatment Planning systems 
Jointly organised by ESMPE and COCIR
10th-12th October 2019, Warsaw, Poland

The EFOMP and COCIR (The European Coordination Committee of the Radiological, Electromedical
and Healthcare IT Industry) in collaboration with the Polish Society for Medical Physics (PSMP) would like to
invite you to the next ESMPE in Radiotherapy 2019.

The school will be aimed at advanced tasks connected with the use of Treatment Planning systems in
radiotherapy planning. The school will cover the main physics aspects of the input data to treatment
planning systems, an overview of the main dose calculation approaches, use of imaging in RT planning and
delivery and future developments.

This edition is jointly organized by EFOMP and COCIR. Lecturers identified by COCIR will give 
insides on the technical solution adopted by manufacturers in the relevant fields of dose calculation and 
optimization.

This two-and-half day event will be accredited by EBAMP (European Board of Accreditation for 
Medical Physics) and is intended for practicing clinical Medical Physicists who are involved in radiotherapy 
treatment planning. As in last year’s school, there will be an optional examination at the end for those 
seeking a higher level of certification beyond attendance.

Content
Medical Physicist and vendor responsibilities for TPS – data input for TPS – common
dose calculation approaches – QA of TPS
Imaging for treatment planning – imaging for treatment delivery - Use of CT and MRI in
modern radiotherapy. Cone Beam CT. Implications of on treatment imaging for dose
calculation. 
Patient specific QA measurements - Patient Specific Dosimetry - Managing patient
imaging dose. Optimisation of patient dose
Advances in TPS development– Automated planning and QA – Biological dose 
optimization.

Final exam

The final exam is voluntary. Participants can gain additional credits when successfully pass the 
test. 

Organizers

Brendan McClean (Scientific Chair), Alberto Torresin (Chair of the School)

Pawel Kukolowicz (Polish Society), Efi Koutsouveli (ESMPE Board)

ESMPE European School for Medical Physics Experts Treatment Planning systems
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Faculty

Anders Ahnesjo Uppsala University, Uppsala, Sweden

Mania Maria Aspradakis Kantonsspital Graubunden, Chur, Switzerland

Eleonora Lanzi Varian, COCIR

Dylan Casey Accuray, COCIR

James Dolan Elekta, COCIR

Ben Heijmen Erasmus MC Cancer Institute, Rotterdam, The Netherlands

Efi Koutsouveli Hygeia hospital , Athens, Greece

Pawel Kukolovicz
Maria Sklodowska-Curie Memorial Cancer, Warsaw, Poland

Matteo Maspero University Medical Center, Utrecht, The Netherlands

Gloria Miori Raysearch laboratories, COCIR

Brendan Mc Clean St Luke’s Radiation Oncology Network, Dublin, Ireland

Ian Norton Philips, COCIR

Alberto Torresin ASST Niguarda, Milano, Italy

Dirk Verellen
GZA Ziekenhuizen, Antwerp, Belgium
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10th October 2019

Session Title Description Lecturer
8:00-9:00 Registration

9:00-10:00 Setting the 
Scene

Requirements for 
TPS commissioning

MPE and vendor responsibilities for 
commissioning a TPS E Koutsouveli

10:00-10:30 Coffee break

10:30-11:30
Dose 

Calculation
I

Multisource models Particle energy fluence to the patient,  
Recommended data input for different TPS A Ahnesjo

11:30-12:30
Dose 

Calculation II

Common dose 
calculation
approaches

Collapsed Cone, AAA, Grid Based and 
Monte Carlo approaches to calculation in 

inhomogeneous media (inside TPS) A Ahnesjo

Dose to water and Dose to Tissue concepts M Aspradakis

12:30-14:00 Lunch break

14.00-15.00 Small Fields 

Small field 
measurements and 
Verification tests for 

TPS 

Recommended data input for different TPS, 
Small field measurements Verification tests 
for TPS (IAEA, AAPM, NCS) Periodic QC 

tests and QC following upgrades

M Aspradakis

15.00-15.30 Technology. 
Elekta New trends in Data 

input and 
Commissioning

Dose calculation approaches as 
implemented in specific TPS. Key input data 
and common mistakes. QA tests carried out 

by vendor. Feedback processes. How to 
configure the relevant parameters. Future 

perspectives 

J Dolan

15.30-16.00 Technology. 
Varian E Lanzi

16:00-16:30 Coffee break

16.30-17.00 Technology. 
Accuray New trends in Data 

input and 
Commissioning

Dose calculation approaches as 
implemented in specific TPS. Key input data 
and common mistakes. QA tests carried out 

by vendor. Feedback processes. How to 
configure the relevant parameters. Future 

perspectives

D Casey

17.00-17.30 Technology. 
Philips

I Norton

17.30-18.00 Technology. 
Ray-Search

G Miori

20:00-23:00 Social dinner - participants + lecturers
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11th October 2019

Session Title Description Lecturer

9:00-10:00
Images as input 

to TPS for 
Radiotherapy

CT, MRI and 
PET in RT

QA of CT/MRI 
based treatment planning. Protocols for 

imaging. Image Fusion
Implications for patient dose calculation.

D Verellen

10:00-10:30 Coffee break

10.30-11.15

On-treatment
imaging

Cone Beam CT 
and kV imaging

CBCT and implications for patient dose 
calculation

Frequency of imaging and margin 
determination

Dose optimization for daily imaging 

M Maspero

11.15-11.45 MV Imaging Artifact Reduction
Implications for Dose Calculation P Kukolovicz

11.45-12.30 MRI guided
treatments

Atlas based and Pseudo CT.  Implications 
for patient dose calculation. Uncertainties M Maspero

12:30-14:00 Lunch time
14.00-14.30

Optimizing dose 
distributions

Optimization 
approaches for 
modern TPS

IMRT Fluence optimization
Dose Optimization approaches.  Help 
volumes.  Multicriteria Optimization D Verellen

14.30-15.00

Out of Field Calculation of dose out of primary field. 
Dose to implantable devices  B McClean

15.00-15.30 Optimisation
Elekta

Optimization
approaches in 

TPS. 

Image handling and patient representation 
in TPS. Volume derivation, margin 

application, DVH binning and metrics. 
Tools available for optimization, volume 
definition, DVH analysis. What the MPE 

must know from manufacturers

J Dolan

15.30-16.00 Optimisation
Varian E Lanzi

16:00-16:30 Coffee break

16.30-17.00 Optimisation
Accuray Optimization

approaches in 
TPS. 

Image handling and patient representation 
in TPS. Volume derivation, margin 

application, DVH binning and metrics. 
Tools available for optimization, volume 
definition, DVH analysis. What the MPE 

must know from manufacturers

D Casey

17.00-17.30 Optimisation
Philips I Norton

17.30-18.00 Optimisation
Ray-Search G Miori
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12th October 2019

Session Title Description Lecturer

9.00-10.00

Developments
and Research

Automated
Planning B Heijmen

10.00-11.00

Biological 
Optimization 

and Evaluation 
tools 

Biological Optimization and Evaluation 
tools B Heijmen

11:00-11:30 Coffee break

11:30-13:00 Inter 
disciplinary Round Table

Data archiving and sharing for clinical 
trials: Prerequisites.  Involvement of 

computer scientists, IT personnel 
Further Education and training

B McClean  
A Torresin/

J Dolan
E Lanzi
D Casey
I Norton
G Miori

13:00-15:00 Final examination
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* payment must be done in 14 days following the pre-registration, otherwise pre-registration will be
cancelled and neither free place nor subsidized or ordinary fee can be granted for repeated registration

Follow ESMPE editions on 
EFOMP website
EFOMP Twitter
EFOMP LinkedIn
EFOMP Facebook
EFOMP Instagram

Further Information

Course language English

Level MPE

Registration fee* 
(2 main meals, 5 coffee breaks, 1 social 
dinner)

300 €
350 € (from 12.08.2019)

Reduced registration fee*
• subsidized by EFOMP 
• first-come, first-served policy
• deadline for application (23.09.2019)

150 € - for the first 10 attendees (max. 2 from one country)
coming from the following European countries: Albania,
Belarus, Bosnia & Herzegovina, Bulgaria, Croatia, Cyprus,
Czech Republic, Estonia, Greece, Hungary, Kosovo, Latvia,
Lithuania, FYR Macedonia, Moldova, Montenegro, Romania,
Russia, Serbia, Slovakia, Slovenia, Turkey, Ukraine.

Maximum number of participants 80

Duration 10th October 2019 – 12th October 2019

Study load 16 hours of lectures

Venue

Centre for Innovation and Technology Transfer 
Management of Warsaw University of Technology, ul. 
Rektorska 4,00-614,Warsaw, Poland

Website: CZIITT

Accommodation Individual

Information, programme at: www.efomp.org

Registration Electronic registration via EFOMP website

Registration period 1st February 2019 – 23rd September 2019
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A Google search for “music physics” returns about 329 million results� 
Perhaps it is no surprise, then, that physicists making music seems to be a 
recurring theme in this column� As for myself, I have been learning to play 
piano since 2005�

Piano-playing started for me through a coffee-time chat at work with 
then-colleague Rosy, who did Medical Physics MSc administration with us 
during the day, and taught piano in the evenings� When I asked her if musi-

cally-illiterate adults like me could ever be taught to play, her immediate reply was “Of course, David! How about 
next Wednesday at 7pm?” The rest, as they say, is history� 

 – “Of course adults can learn to play piano, David! How about 
next Wednesday at 7pm?”

How did it work out? During my first couple of years as a piano pupil, as well as learning to read music and per-
suade my fingers and thumbs to navigate the keyboard, I worked towards “Grade” examinations, following the 
syllabus of the Associated Board of the Royal Schools of Music (ABRSM)� Thanks to Rosy’s expert (and patient) 
tuition, I succeeded in passing the examinations for Grade 1 and Grade 2 at first attempt! However, I did find the 
assessment process for the Grades quite stressful, so having proved to myself that I could do it, I decided not to 
continue with further piano exams, and would just play for personal satisfaction� Nevertheless, it was clear that I 
couldn’t make further progress on my own, so I continued to receive tuition� My weekly lessons continue to this 
day (now with Jenny, after Rosy moved away), at which I usually receive edible rewards for good playing (in a 
similar fashion to dogs and tricks)� It works for me!

What do I like to play? Mostly classical pieces, though I have dabbled with ragtime (it’s very difficult!) and other 
styles� My favourite composer for piano is Erik Satie (French, late-19th to early 20th century), whose work is often 
thought of as being a precursor to 1960s minimalism� I can play some Satie pieces from memory, reasonably 
competently, and I especially enjoy playing Gnossiennes #1 and #4� I also like playing pieces by the contempo-
rary composers Philip Glass, Yann Tiersen and Ludovico Einaudi� My wife says that my favourite pieces tend to be 
somewhat depressing – and it is probably true that I do tend to gravitate towards slow pieces in minor keys… 

What Medical Physicists do in their free time - Write to compubmembers@efomp.org and tell us about your hobbies!

Have others suggest Medical 

Physicists with interesting hobbies 

to us, so we can contact them.

Write to 

compubmembers@efomp.org

David Lurie – playing the piano.

Fig. 1: David Lurie playing the piano in the departure area at Schiphol airport. Photograph courtesy of the author.

mailto:compubmembers%40efomp.org?subject=Suggestion%20for%20Article%3A%20What%20Medical%20Physicists%20do%20in%20their%20free%20time.
mailto:compubmembers%40efomp.org?subject=Suggestion%20for%20Article%3A%20What%20Medical%20Physicists%20do%20in%20their%20free%20time.
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Where do I play piano? Apart from lessons at a studio in a local piano shop, I just play at home, for myself and any 
family members (and our cat) that might be listening� However, in recent years pianos have started to appear in 
various public places, including shopping centres, airports and railway stations� Very occasionally, I have been brave 
enough to play these instruments! The one that I have played most often is the grand piano in the main departure 
lounge of Schiphol (Amsterdam) airport� The last time I played it, an unknown fellow traveller who had been lis-
tening even congratulated me and offered to take my picture (!), reproduced here� Perhaps my weirdest location 
for a public piano recital was underneath a concrete underpass in central Singapore�

 – One benefit of having an excellent teacher is that she 
encourages me to leave my musical comfort zone, as well as to 

attempt harder pieces. 
So, what next? One benefit of having an excellent teacher is that she encourages me to leave my musical comfort 
zone, as well as to attempt harder pieces� Jenny is currently guiding me through a difficult-but-interesting piece by 
the Soviet Armenian composer Khachaturian� It seems to be going quite well, at least if the “good-boy” treats still 
being received during each lesson is anything to go by…

What Medical Physicists do in their free time - Write to compubmembers@efomp.org and tell us about your hobbies!

David J� Lurie
Professor in biomedical physics at Aberdeen University, UK

David Lurie holds a Chair in Biomedical Physics at the University of Aberdeen� He leads a team working on MRI technology and applications, 
as well as teaching MRI physics� David is coordinator of a 9-partner EU Horizon-2020 consortium called “IDentIFY”, working on Fast Field-
Cycling MRI� He was awarded IPEM’s Academic Gold Medal in 2017� David is Vice-Chair of EFOMP’s Communications and Publications 
Committee and was recently appointed as Vice-Chair of IPEM’s Course Accreditation Committee� 

mailto:compubmembers%40efomp.org?subject=Suggestion%20for%20Article%3A%20What%20Medical%20Physicists%20do%20in%20their%20free%20time.
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In elementary school, I loved to play chess� But gradually my interests shifted, and I completely stopped playing 
by the end of high school� Years later, when I was interested in playing “mind games” again, I discovered the Asian 
board game Go� Although the rules of Go are relatively simple and can be learned in five minutes, playing the 
game well is very complex� Only in 2016 did a computer program manage to beat the world champion�

With lots of mathematicians, programmers, and physicists in its ranks, Go 
players seem to have quite a high “nerd factor�” For most, this is part of the 
attraction of the game; around the Go board it is okay to try to outsmart 
your friends� In addition, Go players are a very friendly and sociable bunch� 
This aspect motivated me to become quite active in the Dutch Go commu-
nity: I am President of our local club, our club hosts an annual tournament 
for players from around The Netherlands, and I co-organize a national 
tournament for club teams�

An aspect that makes Go especially interesting for me is that it challenges 
you to exceed yourself� In a way, Go also teaches important life lessons 
about humility, perseverance, and balance�

When you challenge a stronger opponent you are in fact implicitly stating 
that you believe you are smarter than he or she is� So you start a game, and 
you fight it out on the Go board in a series of smaller and bigger fights� In 
general, such a fight can have three possible outcomes� The first possibility is 
that you win the fight, and with this psychological advantage you win similar 
fights elsewhere on the board, and finally you win the game� All is well that 
ends well, and playing Go is fun, so you continue on to the next game�

The second possibility is that your opponent turns out to be much smarter than you are, they win the fight in the 
first corner and continues to dominate the board, and before you make an even bigger fool of yourself, you hel-
plessly resign� This is where Go teaches you humility, and acceptance that on the day, some people can out-smart 
you� So instead of crying that you never want to play this stupid game again you pick yourself up, you try to learn 
from your mistakes and from your much stronger opponent, and you continue on to have fun in the next game�

What Medical Physicists do in their free time - Write to compubmembers@efomp.org and tell us about your hobbies!

Nicole de Beer – Medical Physicist and Go player

Fig. 2: Nicole de Beer at the  Dutch National Women’s Championship 2018. (copyright Judith van Dam/EuroGoTV 2018)

Fig. 1: Nicole de Beer at the  Dutch National 
Women’s Championship 2018. (copyright 
Judith van Dam/EuroGoTV 2018)

mailto:compubmembers%40efomp.org?subject=Suggestion%20for%20Article%3A%20What%20Medical%20Physicists%20do%20in%20their%20free%20time.
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Nicole de Beer 
medical physicist at Elisabeth-Tweesteden hospital Tilburg

Nicole de Beer studied Electrical Engineering at Eindhoven University of Technology� After getting her PhD from the same university in a 
biomedical subject, she started her training as a medical physicist� Since 2010 she works at Elisabeth-Tweesteden hospital, focusing mainly on 
quality control in diagnostic radiology� She also teaches medical physics residents, and is a member of the Dutch Committee that oversees the 
training programme of medical physicists in The Netherlands�

The third possibility is that you do win the fight in the corner, but the fight helps your opponent to build a strong 
position on the outside, and this strong position gives them so much influence towards the sides and center of the 
board that he ends up winning the game� This is where Go teaches balance: not all fights are important, and so-
metimes the way you fight is more important than winning� It also teaches gratitude, for having found an opponent 
who is strong enough to trash you but chooses not to, and instead shows you that sometimes there are other 
ways to reach your goal�

All in all, I have found quite a lot of new friends through Go� Whenever I’m traveling, I try to make a point of visi-
ting the local Go club, and without exception people go out of their way to create an opportunity for a few hours 
of socializing and Go playing� I’m very thankful for all the people I have met through this amazing and exciting 
game!

What Medical Physicists do in their free time - Write to compubmembers@efomp.org and tell us about your hobbies!

 – on the day, some people can out-smart you

mailto:compubmembers%40efomp.org?subject=Suggestion%20for%20Article%3A%20What%20Medical%20Physicists%20do%20in%20their%20free%20time.
https://www.iba-dosimetry.com/radiation-therapy/smartscan/?utm_source=EFOMP&utm_medium=news&utm_campaign=SMARTSCAN&utm_content=SMARTSCAN
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Eleni Katrakylidou
Medical Physicist at the AHEPA University Hospital in Thessaloniki, Greece

Eleni received her BSc degree in Physics from the Aristotle University of Thessaloniki and her MSc degree in Medical Physics from the National 
& Kapodistrian University of Athens� After that, she took a position as a Medical Physicist in the Radiotherapy department of the AHEPA 
University Hospital� She is also a PhD Candidate in the field of Radiotherapy� 

I am trying to remember the day that my parents took me to the small basketball court in our neighbourhood to 
have my first practice with the local basketball team� I was nearly 6 years old and completely enthusiastic about 
the idea of my new hobby� I could quote many clichés about how much fun I had playing basketball or how many 
friends I made in the process or even about the ideals I was inspired by this sport like cooperation, team wor-
king and fair play� They are all true, but I prefer to speak to you about something else� It is about an inside joke 
among teammates, and has to do with the phrase we most commonly use as an answer to everything: “I can’t, I 
have practice”� This phrase basically sums up our entire childhood, adolescence and adult life� Now, don’t get me 
wrong, I’m not complaining� If I could go back, I would have done it all over again� I would have missed once again 
all the parties, the excursions, the walks with my friends and the late nights out� After all, I came to realize that all 
those sacrifices have built my character and shaped my life, probably more important than anything else� 

In our job as Medical Physicists, there is great need to acquire a certain set of skills as our duties affect people’s 
health in many ways� Basketball has equipped me with a lot of them� I was taught that if I want to excel in my field 
of expertise, hard work is the only way� I have learned to have faith in my abilities, but also to cooperate with my 
colleagues for a better result� I am prepared to overcome adversity and temporary failures and to be always re-
sponsible� Discipline helps me every day to stay focused and to accomplish my goals� Finally, I have learned never 
to give up� Because the next shot might change the outcome, might give you the win�

To me, life is a basketball court� You dribble to keep up and to make it to success, while you make sure you play 
by the rules� You are driven by commitment� To your sport, to yourself, to your teammates� Commitment fuels 
the extra effort when your body screams to stop�  As they say “A winner makes commitments� A loser makes 
promises”�

What Medical Physicists do in their free time - Write to compubmembers@efomp.org and tell us about your hobbies!

Eleni Katrakylidou: Medical Physicist and basketball player

Fig. 1 and 2: Eleni Katrakylidou and her team, Eleni playing shortly before scoring for her team

mailto:compubmembers%40efomp.org?subject=Suggestion%20for%20Article%3A%20What%20Medical%20Physicists%20do%20in%20their%20free%20time.
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Dear Colleagues in Medical Physics, 
Our field is continuously evolving and treatment modalities are not the only thing that’s changing rapidly but para-
digms and technology for Patient QA, Machine QA and Risk Assessment in RT as well� To learn and discuss about 
this evolution we are pleased to announce a Symposium:

Future Trends in Photon Radiotherapy -
Quality Assurance, Commissioning and Risk Analysis

to be held in Palma de Mallorca, Spain, Sep 6 - 7, 2019.
The symposium will start Friday afternoon and will end with a dinner event on Saturday evening�
TOPICS – The Scientific presentations will cover
• Plan QA: Online dosimetry, log-file evaluation, Knowledge-Based Patient QA

• Monte-Carlo-Based Plan evaluation and Commissioning assessment

• Commissioning: Automated data taking, golden data assessment

• Comprehensive QA: End-to-end test, data mining and artificial intelligence in QA

• Risk assessment, FMEA (Failure Mode and Effects Analysis)-based QA

• Adaptive Planning and Treatment 

ACCREDITATION
We will apply for European CME credits from EBAMP
(European Board for Accreditation in Medical Physics)

CALL FOR ABSTRACTS
We would like to invite you to present abstracts for oral presentations covering one or more of the above topics� 
If the number of preferred papers exceeds the time available for oral presentation, we might ask some participants 
to present their contribution as a poster� The scientific board will review all submitted abstracts� 

Please find details about the abstract submission below. 

Deadline for Abstract submission is May 2nd, 2019

Just bring yourself—we’ll take care of the rest!
We are looking forward to hosting you for two intensive and meaningful days, including an unforgettable evening 
reception� Don‘t miss the opportunity to join this “By Invitation Only“ event! In addition, you will be awarded 
EBAMP CME credit points, valid in all of Europe� More details to follow soon�
Looking forward to discuss the future of our art in a beautiful location!

Details of the Symposium

Scientific Board 
• Prof� Alejandro Mazal (Madrid)

• Prof� Günther Gademann (Magdeburg)

• Dr� Fabrizio Banci Buonamici (Siena)

EFOMP Company Member IBA
Symposium on Future Trends in Photon RT

Call For Abstracts and Save the Date

http://www.ebamp.eu/
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Conference Host and Venue: 

Policlinica Miramar, 
Cami Vileta, ES-07011 Palma de Mallorca, Spain.

Further Information
Please use the following email contact to address first questions:
future-in-RT@iba-group�com 
By end of February we will open a dedicated symposium website with all additional information�

ABSTRACT SUBMISSION DETAILS
FORMAT
Title: abstract titles should reflect the content of the Contribution, including results and conclusions� Tables and 
figures might be included in the abstract�

Author: (presenting author first), institution(s)

Body of the Abstract: abstracts should be structured in the following way:

����������1� Scope

����������2� Materials and Methods

����������3� Results

����������4� Conclusion
Tables and Image: might be included in the text in JPG, PNG or TIFF formats�
Equations: can be inserted in the text as images as well
Maximum Length: 2 pages A4 (including images)
Font: Times New Roman 12 (preferably)

DEADLINE & CONTACT
Abstracts shall be sent in within May 2nd, 2019, via e-mail to
future-in-RT@iba-group�com

Dr� Lutz Müller
Dr� Lutz Müller holds a PhD in Nuclear Physics from TU Munich� After his PhD, he was active in Nuclear Physics Research for a couple of 
years� In 2000, he joined IBA Dosimetry and had various roles in R&D and Product Management� At present, he is Director of IBA’s ICC 
(International Competence Center)

About the ICC
IBA Dosimetry - as an important player in the field - has established the training facility “International Competence Center’ (ICC) in order to 
respond to the increasing demand for state-of-the art trainings in Radiation Therapy and Medical Imaging Quality Assurance� Our courses are 
accredited by the European Board for Accreditation in Medical Physics (EBAMP)�

mailto:future-in-RT%40iba-group.com%20?subject=Call%20for%20Abstracts%20-%20Symposium%20on%20Future%20Trends%20in%20Photon%20RT
mailto:future-in-RT%40iba-group.com?subject=Abstract%20submission%20for%20the%20ymposium%20on%20Future%20Trends%20in%20Photon%20RT
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https://rt-safe.com/
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RTsafe is a Greek medical technology company that was founded in 2014 by Professor Evangelos Pappas and 
Professor Thomas Maris, two medical physicists with considerable clinical and academic experience in the field of 
radiation oncology� The company’s mission is to address the issue of quality assurance (QA) in radiotherapy by 
improving safety and efficiency of all radiotherapy applications� 

RTsafe’s initial concept combined the proven expertise in gel dosimetry with highly accurate 3D printing techno-
logy to create pseudo-in-vivo dosimetry phantoms, PseudoPatientTM, built from real patient anatomical data, for 
end-to-end QA in Stereotactic Radiosurgery (SRS)� 

In June 2014, still at its early stage, RTsafe received its first distinction as one of the winners of the Hellenic Ent-
repreneurship Award� Ever since, the company has been expanding rapidly and establishing collaborations with 
renowned hospitals, academic institutions and enterprises, thanks to the exceptional teamwork of its experienced 
team of scientists from different fields� RTsafe’s five-year journey so far includes remarkable milestones such as win-
ning the 1st prize on the MIT Enterprise Forum of Greece startup competition (2015), expanding to the USA and 
setting up a new subsidiary in San Antonio, Texas (2017), collaborating with Elekta on offering QA solutions (2018) 
and receiving 510(k) FDA clearance for its Personalized PseudoPatientTM technology (2018)�   

Currently, RTsafe employs 18 people, the majority of whom are PhD medical physicists� RTsafe solutions have 
expanded beyond phantom production to also include remote dosimetry services� The team’s expertise in clinical 
and audit procedures, combined with the large volume of data collected through SRS QA using PseudoPatientTM, 
have inspired a new objective of providing professional physics services and designing an SRS dedicated certifica-
tion program in collaboration with major clinical, scientific, and manufacturing organizations�    

Personalized Confidence in Radiation Oncology. 

Technology innovations in radiation medicine have paved the way to more efficient and safer treatments� Con-
temporary multiple metastasis SRS applications gain ground against conventional methodologies for the treatment 
of brain lesions� Such techniques provide treatment of cancerous tumors and a better quality of life for patients� 
However, the increased complexity of treatment planning, delivery workflow and QA, have introduced clinical and 
technical challenges�

In response to these challenges, RTsafe envisages a more efficient radiotherapy, employing comprehensive and 
strict procedures to assure quality� RTsafe has developed the unique Reference PseudoPatient™ family of 
phantoms which enable QA in end-to-end testing of SRS modalities with high levels of precision and accuracy by 
means of 1D, 2D & 3D dosimetry� Treated as real patients, the PseudoPatient™ phantoms enable the assessment 
of all links of the treatment chain�  

All forms of radiotherapy for cancer tread a fine line� There is a desire to seek out and destroy cancer cells while 
minimizing harm to adjacent healthy tissue� This fine balance is never more critical than in clinical cases where a 
dose of radiation just millimeters beyond its intended site can have far-reaching physiological impact� RTsafe, focu-
sing on individualized patient care, implements truly patient-specific pre-treatment plan verification to eliminate the 
possibility of compromising the treatment outcome�

To this end, Personalized PseudoPatientTM is the world‘s first head phantom that is customizable to individual 
patients suffering from brain cancer or brain lesions� It is an accurate and exact replica of any real patient‘s head 
and bone structure, both internally and externally that enables radiotherapy professionals to test every radiothera-
py procedure on an anatomically perfect facsimile of the patient, before the actual treatment is performed�  

EFOMP Company member RTsafe
Individualized Care in Radiation Oncology. 

From the Hellenic entrepreneurship award to 510(k) FDA cleared PseudoPatientTM.

 – RTsafe’s five-year journey so far includes remarkable milestones 
such as winning the 1st prize on the MIT Enterprise Forum of 

Greece startup competition 

https://rt-safe.com/
https://rt-safe.com/news/article/36/rtsafe-receives-510k-fda-clearance-personalized-radiotherapy-verification/
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RTsafe’s anatomically accurate effigies enable medical professionals to plan more precise treatment interventions 
for each individual patient and help radiotherapy technology innovators to fine-tune their products� The result is 
more effective individualized therapy and reduced patient risk�

For more information on RTsafe, visit www�rt-safe�com or contact us via info@rt-safe�com�

Kyveli Zourari
Project Manager

Kyveli is focused on developing a comprehensive QA certification program dedicated for SRS & SBRT applications at RTsafe� Previously, she 
gained experience in computational & experimental dosimetry, as well as, dosimetry audits in radiotherapy as a scientific associate at the 
Medical Physics Laboratory of Medical School, National and Kapodistrian University of Athens and medical physics at the Greek Atomic Energy 
Commission� She has a PhD in Medical Physics from the Medical School of the University of Athens�

Emmanouil Zoros
Project Manager

Emmanouil is responsible for data analysis, project management, and film dosimetry at RTsafe� He has a Diploma in Applied Mathematics 
& Physics from the National Technical University of Athens, a Master of Science in Medical Physics/Radiation Physics from the National 
and Kapodistrian University of Athens and a Ph�D� in Medical Physics from the Medical School of Athens� Prior to RTsafe, he worked in 
“Evaggelismos” General Hospital of Athens and “Attikon” University Hospital�

https://rt-safe.com/
mailto:info%40rt-safe.com?subject=
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Bookreview: “Clinical Radiotherapy Physics with MATLAB®: 
A Problem-Solving Approach” by Pavel Dvorak

This is a well-structured book! Nothing else to expect from an excellent 
author on the subject of programming� Pavel Dvorak Ph�D� is a Czech 
medical physicist who had worked at various places in Austria and the 
United Kingdom and who summarizes in this book his enormous amount 

of knowledge to work with MatLab® scripts related to clinical radiotherapy 
physics that he collected for more than 10 years� The additional web-ba-
sed resources to the book add up to >900MB as ZIP-file including DI-

COM sample data files� In the book are MatLab® scripts presented in great 
detail, that are useful for medical physicists in radiotherapy with ambitions 
to dig into and/or handle the data themselves for research or quality as-
surance purpose (clinical use is declined for liability reasons) as well as for 
students with interests in getting to know clinical radiotherapy physics from 
the computational side of it� 

The book starts with lists of “acronyms and abbreviations” and “definition 
of terms” that each are briefly explained, so a newcomer to this field is not 
lost by the use of special acronyms or terms later in the text� The subse-
quent text is divided into 10 chapters, starting with a chapter on the basics 

of MatLab®� This compact chapter is a sufficient introduction into the usage 

of MatLab® since you learn a new programing language best by using it 

(and the available online help resources!) to write programs� Each chapter 
starts with a list of the intended learning outcomes that will be covered in 
the following� The literature referenced (not much, but better than not-
hing!) is also listed at the end of each chapter� This way the chapters could 

be possibly used as stand-alone modules, e�g� as an instructional text for an inverted-classroom teaching concept 
of a course� In chapters 2 – 6, the basic data types (i�e� water phantom measured dose profiles) and operations 
on this radiation physics data as well as on image and radiotherapy treatment planning data in the DICOM format 
are dealt with� The example scripts that you will find there are on identifying CAX and beam width parameters 
and interpolating data on dose profiles, as well as dealing with dose-volume histogram data and handling regions 
of interest� Basic understanding of the DICOM and DICOM RT data format is given and shown how to modify it� 
Even basic rigid registration and contour matching is explained� A typical task for contoured treatment volumes in 
radiotherapy is the need for anisotropic extension of safety margins� Each step in the presentation of the content is 
directly linked to program script examples that can be worked through with the sample data given in the web-re-
source� Since all examples are accompanied with explanatory comments in the code, the code itself is quite 
understandable� What I like especially about the presentation in this book are the sections “Algorithm Scheme” that 
explain in a text flow chart kind of style what is about to be done by the script� In between wherever it is neces-
sary and helpful for deeper understanding by a newcomer to the field of radiotherapy, typical concepts and clinical 
setups are briefly explained In text and by figures�

It is up to chapters 7-9, when real radiotherapy physics calculations are touched with the 3D-dose calculation, 
measuring and analyzing mechanical quality control parameters of linacs as well as comparing dose distributions by 

CRC Press Taylor and Fran-
cis Group, Boca Raton, FL, 
USA, 2018, 244 pages, ISBN 
9781498754996, printed hardco-
ver: 100,00£, ebook: 90,00£, also 
available for Amazon Kindle�

 – The example scripts that you will find there are on identifying 
CAX and beam width parameters and interpolating data on dose 
profiles, as well as dealing with dose-volume histogram data and 

handling regions of interest
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the well known Gamma method� The last chapter 10 deals with the modeling of accessory parts that may need to 
be accounted for in dose calculations in combination with in vivo dose measurements�

As stated initially, this is a well-structured compendium of in great detail explained useful scripts to be used in the 

commercial MatLab® scripting environment� MatLab® played a big role in scientific image data handling in the past 
decades especially due to its specialized libraries and toolboxes (this set of scripts presented here only need the 

Image Processing Toolbox of MatLab®), but not only recently competing open source projects like Python have 
emerged with similar functional libraries, that are available free of charge� This is not to diminish the wonderful 
piece of programing that is presented in this book, but I would wish or better call for an extension or second vo-
lume of it for scripts e�g� in Python� This way the content could be used without additional costs for young medical 
physicists or in low-income countries to ensure that this collection of scripts will be the base for the work of the 
future generation of medical physicists in radiotherapy�

m o r e  t h a n  j u s t  q a  p r o d u c t s ,  f i n d  q a  s o l u t i o n s  a t 
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Prof� Dr� Markus Buchgeister
Beuth Hochschule für Technik Berlin, Germany

Markus Buchgeister entered the field of medical physics in radiation therapy at the university clinic of Tübingen in 1995� In 2010, he received 
a call for a position as professor for medical radiation physics at the Beuth University for applied sciences at Berlin� Since 2003, he is engaged 
as co-opted DGMP board member for public relations and communications of the German Society for Medical Physics� Parallel, he served 
as chairman of the EFOMP Communication and Publications Committee 2003-2009 and from 2009-2015 as German EFOMP delegate� In 
2017-2018 he was chairman of the EFOMP Education and Training Committee, being now its past-chairman in 2019 and German EFOMP 
delegate for a second round�

https://www.standardimaging.com/
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Date Description URL Location

Feb 27th, 2019 - 
Mar 3rd, 2019 

25th European Congress of Radiology MYESR Vienna, Austria

Mar 22nd, 2019 - 
Mar 23rd, 2019

10th IAPM Annual Scientific Meeting and 
IAPM Workshop

IAPM Dublin, Ireland

Mar 24th, 2019 - 
Mar 30th, 2019

9th COURSE: “Possible Biomedical 
Applications of Electromagnetic Fields to 
cancer: from Biology and in silico to clinical 
perspectives”

EBEA Erice, Sicily, Italy

Mar 25th, 2019 - 
Apr 5th, 2019

International Centre for Theoretical 
Physics: Radiation Therapy school

ICPT Trieste, Italy

Apr 3rd, 2019 - 
Apr 5th, 2019

NACP CT optimisation course EVENTS FORCE Bergen, Norway

Apr 4th, 2019 - 
Apr 5th, 2019

NVKF Conference 2019 - EFOMP Officers 
Spring Meeting NVKF

Woudschoten, The 
Netherlands

Apr 10th, 2019 - 
Apr 12th, 2019  

EUTERP Workshop - Optimising radiation 
protection training SCKCEN Academy Qawra, Malta

Apr 26th, 2019 - 
Apr 30th, 2019  

ESTRO 38 ESTRO Milan, Italy

Jun 5th, 2019 - Jun 
7th, 2019

JOURNEES SCIENTIFIQUES SFPM SCIENCESCONF Angers, France

Jun 5th, 2019 - 
Oct 25th, 2019

Lectures on MR 2019 - ESMRMB ESMRMB Europe

Jun 10th, 2019 - 
Jun 14th, 2019

Seventh International Conference on 
Radiation in Various Fields of Research 
(RAD 2019 Conference)

RADCONFERENCE
Herceg Novi, 
Montenegro

Jun 11th, 2019 - 
Jun 14th, 2019  

6th Joint Congress 22SEFM-SEPR17 CONGRESOSEFMSEPR Burgos, Spain

Jul 4th, 2019 - Jul 
6th, 2019 

European School for Medical Physics 
Experts (ESMPE) Interventional Radiology 
edition 2019

EFOMP
Prague, Czech 
Republic

Aug 19th, 2019 - 
Aug 23rd, 2019

Niels Bohr Summer School on 
Therapeutic and Diagnostic Medical Physics NBI

Copenhagen, 
Denmark

Educational Activities 2019
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https://www.myesr.org/congress/
https://iapm.ie/asm/asm-2019/
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=events/view&id=73
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=events/view&id=74
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=events/view&id=77
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=events/view&id=80
http://academy.sckcen.be/en/Events/EUTERP-workshop--Optimising-Radiation-Protection-Training-20190410-20190412-99fa493d0868e81180cbecf4
https://www.estro.org/congresses-meetings/items/estro-38
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=events/view&id=81
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=events/view&id=82
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=events/view&id=72
https://congresosefmsepr.es/burgos2019/
https://www.efomp.org/uploads/EFOMP_school_2019_IR.pdf
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=events/view&id=79
https://www.standardimaging.com/
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Date Description URL Location

Sep 8th, 2019 - 
Sep 11th, 2019   

24th International Conference on Medical 
Physics

ICMP2019 Santiago, Chile

Sep 18th, 2019 - 
Sep 21st, 2019   

50� Jahrestagung der Deutschen 
Gesellschaft für Medizinische Physik 
(DGMP) e� V�

DGMP-KONGRESS Stuttgart, Germany

Oct 3rd, 2019 - 
Oct 5th, 2019 

36 Annual Scientific Meeting European 
Society for Magnetic Resonance in 
Medicine and Biology

ESMRB Rotterdam, 
Netherlands

Oct 10th, 2019 - 
Oct 12th, 2019

European School for Medical Physics 
Experts (ESMPE) Radiotherapy edition 
2019

EFOMP Warsaw, Poland

May 10th, 2020 - 
May 12th, 2020 NACP2020 Symposium NACP2020 Reykjavik, Iceland

Sep 24th, 2020 - 
Sep 26th, 2020   3d European Congress of Medical Physics ECMP20 Torino, Italy

Educational Activities 2019

https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=events/view&id=78
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=events/view&id=76
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=events/view&id=52
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=events/view&id=67
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=events/view&id=60
https://www.efomp.org/index.php?r=events/view&id=75
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Physica Medica (EJMP), the official journal of EFOMP, needs new editorial help for sharing the large workload 
represented by a steady increase at a rate of 10% per year of the article submissions� The scientific peer-review 
process is managed by the Editor-in-Chief, the team of Associate Editors and the reviewers� At the last Editorial 
Board Meeting during ECMP2018 in Copenhagen, EFOMP and AIFM approved the nomination of several new 
Associate Editors by the Editor-in-Chief, as in the following list�

Prof� Eva Bezak, PhD 
UniSA Cancer Research Institute 
Medical Radiation I School of Health Sciences 
Division of Health Sciences, University of South Australia 
Adelaide, Australia

Dr� Mauro Carrara 
S�S�D Fisica Medica / Medical Physics Unit 
Dipartimento di Diagnostica per Immagini e Radioterapia / Dept� of Diagnostic Imaging and Radiotherapy 
Fondazione IRCCS Istituto Nazionale dei Tumori / National Cancer Institute 
Milan, Italy

Dr� Maria do Carmo Lopes 
Instituto de Engenharia de Sistemas e Computadores 
Coimbra, Portugal

Dr� Brendan McClean, PhD 
St Luke’s Radiation Oncology Network 
Dublin, Ireland

Dr� Jamie McClelland 
Centre for Medical Image Computing, Department of Medical Physics and Bioengineering 
University College London, London, UK

Dr� Antonella Fogliata 
Istituto Clinico Humanitas 
Milan, Italy

Dr� Noriyuki Kadoya  
Tohoku University School of Medicine 
Seiryo-cho, Aoba-ku, Sendai, 980-8574, Japan

Dr� A(Mani) Manivannan, PhD, CSci 
Crosshouse Hospital, NHS Ayrshire & Arran 
Kilmarnock, KA2 0BE, UK

Prof� Loredana Marcu 
University of Oradea • Department of Physics 
Romania

Dr� Philippe Meyer 
Centre Paul Strauss - Service de physique médicale 
Strasbourg, France

New Associate Editors for Physica Medica – European Journal of Medical Physics
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ANNUAL MEETING OF THE GERMAN 
SOCIETY OF MEDICAL PHYSICS 

18–21 SEPTEMBER
STUTTGART
www.dgmp-kongress.de

© Christian Gromoll und Nils Wegner, Stuttgart
© coldwaterman I abhijith3747 I bittedankeschön I Maxim Pavlov I Thomas Hecker - stock.adobe.com 
© Armin Kübelbeck  Bestrahlungsmaske - creativecommons.org

Prof� Dr� Björn Poppe 
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The New Associate Editors have started their three-year term on January 2019�

I thank these colleagues for accepting to participate in the Editors’ team at EJMP�

I take this occasion to highlight the presence of two new EJMP’s affiliated Societies: HAMP (Hellenic Association of 
Medical Physicists) and CAMP (Czech Association of Medical Physicsts), as indicated in the new cover page of the 
Journal (see below)�
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Editor-in-Chief: Paolo Russo
Past Editor-in-Chief: Fridtjof Nüsslin

Paolo Russo
Paolo Russo was Associate Editor of EJMP in the period 
2008-2012 and he serves as Editor-in-Chief since 2013� He is 
Professor of Medical Physics at Federico II University, Naples, 
Italy� 
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EFOMP
EUROPEAN FEDERATION

OF ORGANIZATIONS

FOR MEDICAL PHYSICS

The European Federation of Organisations in Medical Physics (EFOMP) was founded in 

May 1980 in London to serve as an umbrella organisation for medical physics societies 

in Europe. The current membership covers 34 national organisations which together 

represent more than 8000 medical physicists and clinical engineers working in the field of 

medical physics. The moto developed and used by EFOMP to underline the important 

work of medical physics societies in healthcare is “Applying physics to healthcare for the 

benefit of patients, staff and public”.

For more news and information about upcoming events and courses please follow us in 

social networks or visit our website:

 www�linkedin�com/company/efomp   @EFOMP_org www�efomp�org

           /efompweb          /EFOMP�org/  

EFOMP

Fairmount House, 230, Tadcaster 

Road, York,

YO24 1ES, UK

 Phone: (+44) 1904 610 821

Fax: (+44) 1904 612 279

www.efomp.org

http://www.linkedin.com/company/efomp
https://twitter.com/@EFOMP_org
http://www.efomp.org
https://www.instagram.com/efompweb/
https://www.facebook.com/EFOMP.org/
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